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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this research paper is to examine the actual and perceived results from the
customer perspective on the Competitive Priorities of cost, quality, delivery, flexibility and innovation
stemming from Continuous Improvement initiatives in small to medium-enterprises (SMEs) in the
Aerospace Supply chain in the USA. Specifically, empirical data was collected via electronic survey of AS
9100 registered companies in which the companies examined both themselves and their lower tier
Nadcap Special Process Industry suppliers, including Thermal Processing (aka Heat Treating), Metal
Finishing (aka Chemical Processors) , and Surface Enhancement (aka Shot Peening). Analysis of the
survey data was conducted with a Structured Equation Model (SEM), specifically using the Partial Least
Squares Path Modeling (PLS-PM) technique to determine the nature and intensity of the relationships
among the various Competitive Priorities which served as the latent constructs of this study.

KEYWORDS: Continuous improvement, competitive priorities, Lean, Six Sigma, TQM, Business
Process Reengineering, SEM, PLS-PM
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PREFACE

While there are numerous research studies on specific continuous improvement methodologies,
such as Total Quality Management, Six Sigma, Business Process Reengineering, Lean and Lean Six
Sigma, most are focused on a single method. Furthermore, many research studies look at either
operational or financial impact of the improvement activities, few consider both operational and financial
impacts. Finally, numerous studies exist of discrete products in the aerospace industry, but none have
considered the customer perspective, the Voice of the Customer, on the impact of improvement initiatives
of the suppliers in the lower levels of their supply chain.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The financial and operational impact on the Competitive Priorities (CP), including Cost, Quality,
Delivery, Flexibility and Innovation stemming from Continuous Improvement (CI) activities has been
examined in formal research and industrial practice globally. Furthermore, most manufacturing and
service sectors have been examined from automotive and electronics, to healthcare and education.
However, the academic literature of the impact of CI on CP in Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) is
still limited in many industries. Specifically, the available literature on the lower tiers of the global
Aerospace industry is very small.
The Introduction considers both the Competitive Proprieties and Contextual Factors, such as size
of the organization or age of the organization. The detailed evaluation of the core subject of this research
study, namely the impact of CI activities on the CP metrics, both financial and operational, is addressed in
the Chapter 2, Literature Review.
1.1

Competitive Priorities

1.1.1

Historical development of CP
The concept of Competitive Priorities has its roots in the research in Operations Management,

beginning with Industrial Policy and Corporate Strategy, followed by Business or Competitive Strategy.
The advances of Operational Strategy as both Process Management and Operations Management were
next, followed by Distinctive Competencies and finally Competitive Priorities (Schroeder et al., 2012).
First, Industrial Policy is defined at the nation-state level with the aim of establishing the trajectory
of the country. IP guides the creation and evolution of different sectors with the goal of improving the
national economy (Schroeder et al., 2012). Second, Corporate Strategy is the highest level of the
operations strategy process (Schroeder et al., 2012), describing the business activities the organization is
striving to achieve. The third wave, namely the Business strategy or Competitive Strategy, considers both
Positioning View and/or Resource Views, was followed by the development of Operations Strategy
(Skinner, 1969). This was followed by the appearance of the term Distinctive Competence, which is
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based on lowest Cost or Differentiation (Porter, 1985, 2011). After Porter, the literature refers to the work
of Miller and Friesen (1983) on Business Environment or Environmental Dynamism.
Process Management was a heavy focus on Garvin in 1998, which broke down into Work
Processes, Behavioral Processes, and Change Processes. The research has primarily focused on the
Work Processes or completing tasks, but others have mistakenly stated that Change Processes and
Behavioral Processes are not a focus of continuous improvement (Parast, 2011). However, we see
tremendous Behavioral Process in TQM and Six Sigma initiatives because of the involvement of Senior
Executives. Likewise, we see Change Processes modified through the Leadership development
opportunities in organization initiating both Lean and Six Sigma.
While research about operations management has continued to grow, the research of Schmenner
and Swink (1998) show that many researchers to that point stated that Operations Management was
insufficient as theoretical framework. Despite these detractors, Operations Management theory continued
to advance, moving forward to cover the concepts of Functional Strategies or Operational Objectives. It
was also referred to as Operational Capabilities, which encompassed Cost, Quality, Dependability and
Flexibility.
These developments have culminating in the use of the term Competitive Priorities (CP). CP
were, at first, limited to the first four priorities, including cost, quality, delivery, and flexibility. (Hayes &
Wheelright, 1984) with the fifth and final CP, innovation, being added to the group several years later
(Leong et al., 1990). These five CP continue in the literature unchanged until recently, where, Corporate
Social Responsibility, Environmental Sustainability, and Ethics are being considered along with the core
five CP. Unlike the core five CP, both Social Responsibility and Environmentalism are becoming order
qualifiers before being allowed to complete on the core five CP (Longoni & Cagliano, 2015).
For the purpose of this research paper, we assume that these qualifications have been meet
given the high level that both AS 9100 companies and their suppliers comprising the Nadcap Special
Process Industry processors are held to as a result of the United States Occupational, Health and Safety
Administration and the Environmental Protection Agency. Thus for the remainder of this study, we only
consider the core five CP, which are now explore in more depth individually.
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1.1.2

Cost
Costs or Expenses have been tracked for millennia, but modern cost accounting began to

develop during the dawn of the industrial revolution. Costs can be grouped as fixed or variable,
depending on whether they fluctuate with the volume of work or not. The traditional Standard Cost
Accounting standards have changed dramatically during the past few decades as a result of growth and
spread of several continuous improvement methods, such as Lean, which have illustrated many of the
shortcomings of these traditional costing methods, particularly in the valuation of inventory. And while
much discussion has raged for the use of Activity Based Costing methods instead of Standard Cost
Accounting, the simple fact is remains, that costs are still tracked for every manufacturing and service
industry, globally and are the first and most frequent CP mentioned for corporate initiatives and academic
literature.
1.1.3

Quality
From craft guilds in Medieval Europe, through the beginning of the industrial revolution, to the

formal growth of specifications following World War II, quality has been a major concentration of
manufacturing firms in response to the intense Japanese competition. While Japan welcomed the input
from Juran, Deming and others, many developed nations, most notably, the United States, were fat,
dumb and happy to ride the post-war boom. Juran’s Trilogy is a cyclical improvement method comprised
of Quality Planning, Quality Control and Quality Improvement aimed at reducing the Cost of Poor Quality.
In his book, Quality is Free, Crosby (1979), defined Quality as the conformance to customer requirements
with the goal of zero defects. Alternatively, W. Edwards Deming, developed 14 points, including the
poignant first principle “Constancy of Purpose.” Deming is credited with helping to initiate the Total Quality
Management (TQM) movement, even though Deming did not expressly used the term in his book Out of
Crisis (1986). Furthermore, the seminal work of Garvin (1987), expanded our notations of quality, by
stating that there were eight (8) dimensions of quality: 1) Performance; 2) Features; 3) Reliability; 4)
Conformance; 5) Durability; 6) Serviceability; 7) Aesthetics; and 8) Perceived Quality.
1.1.4

Delivery
While delivery systems in the US have changed dramatically, from the days of the Pony Express

and covered wagons to FedEx overnight delivery to Amazon’s delivery drones, our lives are increasingly

3

impacted by this critical CP. The most common measure of Delivery Responsiveness is still Customer
Satisfaction (Keiningham et al., 2007) but many other operation metrics are used in practice. Measures of
on-time shipments (Manos & Vincent {Eds}, 2012) or on-time delivery (OTD) performance (Bhagwat &
Sharma, 2007), uptime for delivery of websites and manufacturing lead time are still of paramount
importance.
1.1.5

Flexibility
In the early 1980s, Browne et al. (1984) stated that there were eight types of flexibility, namely:

Machine, Process, Product, Routing, Volume, Expansion, Operation, and Production. At the start of the
1990s, researchers proposed that flexibility has three views, economic, organizational and manufacturing
and three subsections of (Sethi, & Sethi, 1990): A) Component: machine, material handling and
operations; B) Systems: process, routing, product, volume and expansion; C) Aggregate: program,
production, and market. Sethi and Sethi concluded that there needs to be exploration between flexibility
types and other factors, such as productivity and quality.
However, by the mid-1990s, the seminal work on flexibility had been generated by Gerwin (1993),
including the conceptual framework which helps lead one to the “Dimensions of Flexibility,” including: 1)
Mix flexibility, 2) Changeover flexibility, 3) Modification flexibility, 3) Volume flexibility, 4) Rerouting
flexibility, 5) Material flexibility, and 6) Flexibility responsiveness. Moreover, Gerwin states specifically that
research on flexibility needs to be more applied with concrete measures and their corresponding
economic value.
Since then the concept of flexibility has been studied in the terms of its nature: reactive or
proactive, or in the realm of adaptiveness for Supply Chains (Brettle et al., 2016). Pagell and Krause
(1999; 2004) are generally recognized as studying flexibility from a reactive perspective, while Upton
(1995; 1997) as well as Correa (1994) focus on the proactive use of flexibility in manufacturing.
From these preceding discussions on Flexibility, our survey questions settled on the following five
key aspects of manufacturing Flexibility (Sethi & Sethi, 1990): 1) Machine Flexibility, 2) Material Handling
Flexibility, 3) Operation Flexibility (we use the term Routing Flexibility); 4) Process Flexibility; and 5)
Product Flexibility.
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1.1.6

Innovation
Decades ago, Schumpeter (1934) stated that innovation was paramount both for individual firms

and the whole of civilized society. Yet, later we discovered that there are two dimensions of technological
innovation, A) the degree of closeness to the current technological path and B) the degree of closeness to
the current market or customers. (Abernathy & Clark, 1985). Restated with slightly more detail, innovation
can affect three (3) areas (Parast, 2011): 1) Technological base; 2) Processes and Procedures; and 3)
Markets and Customers.
Within each of these three areas, we find two sub-groups. Innovation can impact the
Technological Base in either incremental or radical fashion. Next, innovation can impact Processes /
Procedures in a modular or architectural manner. Finally, innovation can impact Markets / Customers by
sustaining or disrupting them (Parast, 2011).
1.2

Contribution
This research study contributes to the body of literature because of two broad elements of this

research study. First is the Conceptual Model of CPs by CI Evolutionary Waves were we develop an
abstract representation of how CPs change over time with respect to changes in CI methods. Second,
two (2) Case Studies are examined with Structured Equation Models (SEM) of the CPs. Using data
obtained from direct observation, an SEM technique is employed to determine the relationships between
CPs. Partial Least Squares Path Modeling (PLS-PM) is the SEM technique used for both case studies.
1.3

Paper Structure
A.D. de Groot’s empirical cycle includes: Observation, induction, Deduction, Test and Evaluation.

(Groot, 1969). The observation helps us formulate our Research Questions or RQs. From this we induce
our Hypothesis; Next, we deduce experiments to Test or hypotheses. Then data are collected and
analyzed before we Evaluate or interpret the data formulating theories and generalizes from the specific
cases we studied. Generally, the Empirical Cycle is referred to as IMRad or Introduction, Method, Results
and Discussion.
With this Empirical Cycle in mind, the structured of this research paper will follow. Chapter 2
covers the Literature Review, which is the core issue of this research paper, specifically the impact of CI
approaches on CP performance. Chapter 3 we review the problem, research questions and hypotheses.
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Chapter 4 we provide discuss on methodology of the data collection instrument. Chapter 5 we review the
results of the data analysis. Chapter 6 discusses the results. Chapter 7 draws conclusions and states the
limitations of this research study. Finally, the References and Appendix complete this research document.
The core of the literature review, namely journal articles specifically about the impact of CI on CP are
found in an Appendix as Works Cited, whereas all other journal articles cited in this research paper are
found in the References section.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

Contribution of this Review
Research on the impact CI on CP does exist for a given CI method, such as the Six Sigma's

impact on profitability (Harry, 1998) or the analysis of the impact of TQM on productivity (Khan, 2003).
However, there does not appear to be a comprehensive review of various CI methodologies on the CPs,
particularly in SMEs.
2.2

Guidelines for this Review
The Literature Review follows the guidelines provided by the Evidence-Based Software

Engineering (EBSE) Technical Reports (Brereton et al., 2007), particularly related to the review protocol,
search strategy, inclusion / exclusion criteria, and quality criteria.
2.3

Review Protocol
The literature reviewed for this research paper has been separated into two groups, namely

References and Works Cited. References are general foundation books and journal articles which are
found in the Introduction, Analysis and Discussion chapters of this research paper.
Works Cited are references that comprise the core of this research paper, namely those articles
about the financial and operational impact of a given continuous improvement methodology, such as
Lean, Six Sigma, or TQM. The Works Cited references use a pre-defined review protocol to help reduce
the likelihood of bias by the researcher.
2.4

Defining the Literature
A review of the current literature on the critical success factors for CI implementation was

conducted making use of the intersection of the concepts which comprise the CI philosophies, Small and
medium-sized enterprises, continuous improvement implementation, voice of the customer, and
aerospace.
However, to improve the quality of the Works Cited, a minimum set of performance metrics was
established referencing categories employed by other researchers (Stone, 2012).
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TABLE 2.1
INITIAL SEARCH CRITERIA FOR LITERATURE REVIEW
CRITERIA

METRIC

Citations
Page Length
Date Range

50 or greater
5 or greater
1987 – 2017

Other criteria for consideration of included or excluded Works Cited included the Method of
Study, whether exploratory / Qualitative or Empirical / Quantitative.
TABLE 2.2
EXPLORATORY / QUALITATIVE METHODS
QUALITATIVE

INCLUDED

Interviews
Focus Groups
Observation
Case Study

NO
NO
NO
YES

TABLE 2.3
EMPIRICAL / QUANTITATIVE METHODS
QUANTITATIVE

INCLUDED

Experiments
Observation
Survey
Case Study

NO
NO
YES
YES

Next, Table 2.4 shows consideration of the economic sector was undertaken to ensure that
articles were primarily form manufacturing industries.
TABLE 2.4
ECONOMIC SECTOR
SECTOR
Primary
Secondary
Tertiary
Quaternary

DESCRIPTION
Natural Raw Materials
Manufacturing
Services
Application, Manipulation and Transmission of Information
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INCLUDED
NO
YES
YES
NO

2.5

Data Collection
Searches were considered for electronic, manual and graduate student sources, as well as the

references of sources selected. Electronic or digital databases were searched for relevant Journal Articles
primarily using Google Scholar although ABI Informs, Science Direct, and Web of Science were also
consulted. Manual searches in physical libraries were not conducted. Additionally, Master Theses and
Doctoral Dissertations were not included in the materials searched.
2.6

Search Terms
Strings of search terms were created, by generating lists of key words, followed by considering

their synonyms and antonyms, as well as their abbreviations. Additionally, Boolean connectors were
employed, such as AND and OR.
The primary terms searched included the high level terms, such as Continuous improvement,
Competitive Priorities and Impact, as well as their related component terms.
For Continuous Improvement, the terms searched included but were not limited to the following:
1) Business Process Reengineering and BPR, Business Process Management, BPM;
2) Total Quality Management and TQM, Quality Management;
3) Lean, Lean Manufacturing, Lean Enterprise, Just-in-Time, JIT, Kaizen;
4) Six Sigma;
5) Lean Six Sigma or LSS;
For Competitive Priorities, the related search terms included: Cost; Quality; Delivery; Flexibility as
well as agility; and Innovation.
For Impact, the related search terms included: financial, operational, productivity.
2.7

Selection Criteria
After reviewing the abstracts of the prospective articles, a smaller sample of articles were

selected for further review and analysis for they were determined to be relevant to the research study
under consideration. For inclusion in the Literature Review, several additional criteria were developed to
select applicable references.
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2.7.1

Inclusion Criteria
Language

English

Impact Factor

Institute of Scientific Information – Journal Citation Report

Citation Count

Google Scholar, Web of Science, Scopus

Date Range

1987-2017

Books

allowed for definitions and historical context

2.7.2

Exclusion Criteria
Language

Non-English

Graduate

Masters Theses / Doctoral Dissertation

Conference Proceedings
Process Improvement Methods (8D and Malcolm Baldrige)
To help reduce bias of the single research, the list of Journal Articles to include/exclude was
critiqued by the researcher’s Advisor.
2.8

Quality of Searched Studies
Table 2.5, Works Cited by Citation Count, clearly illustrates the overall quality of the included

journal articles because the citation count of each individual article is for most above fifty (50) citations.
TABLE 2.5
WORKS CITED BY CITATION COUNT
COUNT

CITATIONS

WORKS CITED

0-10

1

33

11-49

9

17, 30, 32, 38, 44, 47, 54, 61, 62

50-99

19

1,3,7, 10,13, 15, 18, 20, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 31, 34, 36, 41, 55, 57

100-199

11

2,4, 9, 14, 37, 43, 51, 52, 53, 58, 59

200-499

14

5, 6, 8, 11, 16, 23, 28, 29, 35, 49, 50, 56, 60, 63

500+

9

12, 19, 21, 39, 40, 42, 45, 46, 48

Further evidence of the quality of this research project is noted in Table 2.6, Works Cited by
Journal, shows both the strength of the journals included in this study as well as the breadth of journals
considered.
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TABLE 2.6
WORKS CITED BY JOURNAL
JOURNAL NAME
Academy of Management Journal
Accounting and Business Research
Annals of Operations Research
Business Process Management Journal
Contemporary Accounting
Economia. Seria Management
European Journal of Social Sciences
International Journal of Automotive Technology
International Journal of Business Science and Applied
Management
International Journal of Information Management
International Journal of Operations & Production
Management
International Journal of Operations and Production
Management
International Journal of Production Economics
International Journal of Production Research
International Journal of Productivity and Performance
Management
International Journal of Project Management
International Journal of Quality & Reliability Management
International Journal of Six Sigma and Competitive
Advantage
International of Lean Six Sigma
IUP Journal of Operations Management
Journal of Business Research
Journal of Cleaner Production
Journal of Management in Engineering
Journal of Management Information Systems
Journal of Manufacturing Technology Management
Journal of Operations Management
Journal of the Operational Research Society
Management Science
Measuring Business Excellence
Operations Management Research
Production and Operations Management
Strategic Management Journal
The Accounting Review
The American Statistician
The Journal of Business
The Quality Management Journal
The TQM Journal
The TQM Magazine
Total Quality Management
Total Quality Management and Business Excellence
TQM Journal
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COUNT
2
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1

WORKS CITED
12, 48
18
13
4, 6, 63
15
33
1
17
52

1
1

7
56

4

2, 8, 20, 23

1
1
1

62
24
49

1
3
1

37
16, 29, 50
25

1
1
1
1
1
2
3
7
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
3
1
1
1
3
1

28
54
53
30
55
3, 5
9, 10, 60
19, 21, 27, 31, 40, 45, 61
26
39
43
22
44
46
11,14
35
42
32, 38, 57
59
41
51
34, 36, 47
58

2.9

Data Extraction, Analysis, and Synthesis
For each Work Cited, the researcher created a Data Extraction Form (DEF) in Microsoft Excel.

The DEF enabled a quick summary of each journal article examined as part of the Literature Review and
also created a standard for future collation of the entire body of studies investigated during the inspection
process (Brerton et al., 2007).
To help reduce bias of the single research, the researcher’s Advisor conducted several data
extractions on a random sample of the Works Cited. The DEF for the same journal articles where
compared between the Advisor and the PhD. Candidate.
Next, the individual DEF tabs of Microsoft Excel were combined into a single large table. This
single comparison table is referred to by several names, including: Data Display (Whittemore & Knafl,
2005), Concept Matrix (Webster & Watson, 2002), or Synthesis Matrix (Garrard, 2016).
Following an internet search, the researcher opted to use the term Synthesis Matrix, as many
Universities use this term on their websites. The Synthesis Matrix enabled immediate comparisons of the
methods, data analysis techniques, results, conclusions and limitations between individual articles as well
as the similarities and differences among the natural groups of articles, such as the BPR group or the
TQM group. Since each DEF was standardized, physical alignment of similar data elements was easily
allowed in the ultimate Synthesis Matrix.
Only narrative descriptive analysis was performed on the Works Cited. Quantitative, statistical
analysis of the primary studies journal articles, also known as meta-analysis was not performed. The
analysis of the Synthesis Matrix resulted in several tables of Segmentation factors, such as
Chronological, Geographical, Methodological, and Thematic.
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2.9.1

Chronological
While the date range criteria allowed for the Works Cited to be from 1987 to 2017, the final Works

Cited had slightly narrower band from 1995-2017.
TABLE 2.7
WORKS CITED BY YEAR
YEARS

COUNT

WORKS CITED

1995-1999

11

2,5,7,11,12,20,35,39,42,46,56

2000-2004

12

10, 14, 18, 19,21, 34, 40, 41, 43, 45, 48, 63

2005-2009

19

1, 4, 6, 8, 15, 22, 23, 25, 29, 36, 47, 49, 50, 51, 52, 55, 57, 58, 60

2010-2014

18

3, 9, 16, 17, 24, 26, 27, 28, 31, 32, 33, 37, 38, 44, 53, 54, 59, 62

2015-2017

3

13, 30, 61

2.9.2

Geographical
While there was a restriction on the language used, there was not a limitation on the country of

origin. As the table below illustrates, there is a global representation.
TABLE 2.8
WORKS CITED BY REGION OF THE WORLD
CONTINENTIAL

COUNT

North America

38

South America
Europe
Asia
Africa

2
18
14
5

WORKS CITED
2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11,12, 13, 14, 15, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 27, 28,
30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 37, 39, 40, 42, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 56, 57,
61, 62, 63
24, 30
4, 6, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 29, 30, 32, 43, 52, 53, 58, 59, 60,
6316, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 36, 41, 51, 54, 55
9,
1, 24, 38, 49, 50
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2.9.3

Methodological
Since this is an Empirical Study, the vast majority of the Works Cited employed survey

instruments, although content analysis was also highly used.
TABLE 2.9
WORKS CITIED BY RESEARCH STUDY METHOD
COUNT

WORKS CITED

Survey / Questionnaire

METHOD

35

Case Study

2

1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 17, 18, 20, 24, 26, 27, 29, 36, 38,
40, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 59, 60, 61, 63
5, 25

Content Analysis / Event Study

17

3, 7, 11, 14, 16, 19, 21, 22, 23, 31, 32, 33, 41, 42, 57, 58, 62

Award Winners

6

34, 39, 43, 44, 45, 47

Viewpoint

2

28, 35

Literature Review

1

30

Theoretical Framework

1

37

2.9.4

Thematic
Because of the nature of this research project, we needed to review journal articles from a variety

of disparate sources to ensure the necessary breath of coverage in the Works Cited.
TABLE 2.10
WORKS CITED BY CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT METHODOLOGY
YEARS

COUNT

WORKS CITED

BPR / BPM

8

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 63

TQM

21

LEAN

16

38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 56, 58, 59,
60
8, 9 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 62

SIX SIGMA

11

27, 29, 31, 32, 34, 35, 36, 37, 55, 57, 61

LSS

7

16, 17, 26, 28, 30, 33

2.10

Continuous Improvement
The activities of continuous improvement have been used for millennia, with evidence of

incremental improvement in methods and materials existent from the ancient Egyptians and Romans.
However, the term “Continuous Improvement” is chiefly an invention of the post-war 1950s. We provide a
brief discussion of CI in general as an overall process of enhancing products and processes, then, we
summarize the historical development of each of the major CI initiatives in evolutionary order.
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2.10.1

Aerospace Industry
Coverage of continuous improvement in the global automotive industry is expansive, so it was

knowingly excluded from further review by this research project. However, the CI activities in the global
aerospace industry are less well documented, particularly below the first tier comprising the Original
Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) or Prime Contractors. For example, a search for the term “Lean
Aerospace Initiative” yields 14,700 results, with more than half coming before 2010.
2.10.2

Nadcap Special Process Industries
The situation for the lower aerospace tiers, such as the one governed by Nadcap approvals is

anemic. For example, a search of Google Scholar for the term “Nadcap” yields 758 results for Any Time,
even when citations and patents are included, yet only 675 when citations and patents are excluded. The
vast majority of these documents are extremely technical in nature with little applicability to the higher
tiers in aerospace let alone other industries.
In most Nadcap Special Process Industry (SPI) organizations, value cannot be seen by a change
in the form, fit or form as in many other manufacturing operations. One cannot see the benefits of
compressive forces of surface enhancement offered by shot peening. Likewise, one cannot see the
change in the lattice structure of metal from the thermal processes of annealing and quenching. However,
even in today’s global marketplace, you cannot build a commercial or military aircraft without the
manufacturing steps offered by the SPI suppliers.
2.11

Continuous Improvement by Evolution and Degree
In the remainder of this chapter, we examine in depth, each CI methodology. The CI

methodologies are convenient sub-themes of the Literature Review process. Each CI Method as a subtheme is analyzed for its historical development, primary focus statement, guideline principles, primary
tools, measures, and the lasting legacy of a given CI Method.
We also give consideration to each CI methods integration with other CI methods as well as the
knowledge gaps found in previous literature. The impact on the five CPs as seen by operational and
financial results is covered as appropriate.
While each of the five CI methods is discussed individually, they are grouped into three sections,
which the researcher terms “Evolutions,” specifically to illustrate the growth and development from one
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peer group to the next. As can be seen Figure 2.1, Evolutions of Continuous Improvement by Degree of
Competitive Priorities, the CI methods become more focused as the timeline advances as a direct result
of increased global competition.
In a biological sense, evolution is the gradual progression from simpler forms to more complex
forms. Biological evolution illustrates over time the spread of specific beneficial traits allowing a given
organism to thrive and propagate, thus, passing the advantageous attribute on to the next generation.
This biological evolution may result in a new species over time or merely advance the current species as
the traits spread throughout the entire population. Clearly, we see that there is not a sharp demarcation
point for the changes within the population, but rather a fuzzy transition of characteristics over long
periods of time.
The methodological evolutions of continuous improvement philosophies are likewise a gradual
unfurling of seemingly minute adjustments over time and in different companies and countries. As such,
while there is a timeline, the transition from one CI method to another is not a fixed boundary were
concrete distinctions can be universally stated about one CI method in comparison to the nature of the
other CI disciplines.
Therefore, while this research project has defined BPR as part of Evolution One and Lean as
Evolution Two, based, in part, by the chronological publication dates of key documents by Hammer and
Womack. We understand that many other researchers would switch the place of these two CI methods
based on the development of the underlying principles and tools, regardless of when the general
population became aware of their existence. Again, the delimitation points of each evolution are vague.
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LEAN

TIME

LEAN SIX SIGMA
SIX SIGMA

BPR / BPM

COST

EVOLUTION 1

TQM
DEGREE OF EXCELLENCE

EVOLUTION 2

EVOLUTION 3

DEGREE OF RESPONSIVENESS

Figure 2.1 Evolutions of Continuous Improvement by Degree of Competitive Priorities
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Finally, in the Figure 2, one notes that the Competitive Priorities have changed over time as well.
Cost has remained in the middle as the single most important CP by the sheer magnitude of its mention
in the academic literature and daily business strategies sessions relative to the other CP attributes.
However, during each evolution, there is the realization that the other CP features have an impact and
must not be neglected. Furthermore, the CI methods have refined their principles, toolsets and project
deliverables to ensure that the other CP are more adequately represented in projects for they enhance
customer outcomes.
Our research project has recognized this concentration of focus of the CP during each successive
evolutionary wave of the CI Methods. The diffused notions of quality and innovation in the TQM realm and
the disperse perceptions of delivery and flexibility in the BPR/BPM arena have been honed by thousands
of successive projects around the world into the more purified CI variants of Six Sigma and Lean.
Subsequently, Six Sigma and Lean are being fine-tuned in to the vastly more polished CI Method of Lean
Six Sigma or LSS.
2.11.1

Evolution One
The two CI methods which build the foundation for Evolution One are Total Quality Management

(TQM) and two sub-species Business Process Improvement (BPI), namely Business Process
Reengineering (BPR) and Business Process Management (BPM). These two schools of thought are the
first to use holistic or systems thinking to better understand the complex interactions that exist in the
workflows of business processes (Senge, 1990; Deming, 1993).
Additionally, some authors have expressly stated that TQM and BPR should be used together by
organizations to formulate a cohesive management system for strategic and tactical deployment in
process improvement initiatives (Harrison & Pratt, 1992; Davenport, 1993).
2.11.1.1

Total Quality Management

From its origins in Japan in the 1970s, TQM spread throughout the world, most notably in the
USA and Western Europe. The practice of TQM began to be used in more industries with greater fervor
based on the efforts of globally notably quality and improvement gurus (Crosby, 1979; Feigenbaum,
1983; Ishikawa, 1985; Deming, 1986; Juran, 1986; and Mizuno, 1988).
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The main tenants of TQM have varied over the years. Saraph et al. (1989) noted seven tenants of
TQM including: 1) management leadership, 2) training, 3) employee relations, 4) quality data and
reporting, 5) supplier quality management, 6) product/service design and 7) process management.
Kaynak (2003) agreed with these original seven tenants. These seven tenants were expanded by Kaynak
(2003), to include three dimensions of performance: A) Financial and market, B) Quality Performance and
C) Inventory Management.
Many studies affirm that there is a positive impact on the performance of an organization because
of TQM efforts (Cua, McKone, & Schroeder, 2001). Others state that there could be as much as two and
a half year lag in performance improvement from TQM implementation (Powell, 1995; Shafer & Moeller,
2012). Yet Other studies have found a negative impact on performance (Harari, 1993; Flynn et al.,1995).
Neglecting the impact on performance, the most notable stigma of TQM is the lack of an agreed upon
definition of guiding principles. For example, the American Society for Quality notes eight Principles of
TQM while the US National Quality Award, Malcolm Baldridge has seven categories.
In the 1990s, numerous Independent Standards were developed in countries, such as those in
Belgium, England, France, Germany, each hoping to standardize TQM. However, they were ultimately
absorbed by ISO 9000 and its seven TQM principles. While many credit Jack Welch, the former Chief
Executive Officer of General Electric, with the rise of Six Sigma as one of primary quality focused CI
method in industry, TQM has remained strong globally in the academic literature. According to Shafer and
Moeller (2012), TQM has the longest most developed research of any CI method.
Next, moving into the discussion of Business Process Reengineering and Business Process
Management, it should be noted that some researchers have seen the transition from TQM to BPM as is
own evolution. For example, Putkina (2014) declares that TQM is the first stage of BPM, while BPR is the
second stages and BPM proper is the third and final stage.
2.11.1.2

Business Process Improvement

Business Process Improvement (BPI) is a systematic approach for organizations to advance their
business processes in order to better align with customer requirements. BPI itself has two incarnations.
First was the highly popular and radically disruptive Business Process Reengineering (BPR) which has
evolved into calmer and gradual nature of Business Process Management (BPM).
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BPR was introduced to the world by Michael Hammer’s July 1990 article, Reengineering work:
don't automate, obliterate. (Hammer 1990). A few years later in 1993, Hammer and Champy released
their best-selling book, Reegineering the Corporation. BPR, has its emphasis on radical change of
processes and organizations. Hammer and Champy refer to these changes as redesign or
reorganization.
Within the broader CI realm, BPR could be compared to the term Kaikaku, meaning “radical
change” in Japanese, whereas BPM like most Lean initiatives would be termed Kaizen, or “continuous
improvement” in Japanese. Hammer and Champy outline seven principles of BPR including: 1) Organize
around outcomes, not tasks; 2) Identify all the organization’s processes and prioritize them in order of
redesign urgency; 3) Integrate information processing work into the real work that produces the
information; 4) Treat geographically dispersed resources as though they were centralized; 5) Link parallel
activities in the workflow in the workflow instead of just integrating their results; 6) Put the decision point
where the work is performed, and build control into the process; and 7) Capture information once and at
the source.
However, in the boarder BPR community there are generally nine characteristics of a BPR
initiative (Gordon, 1996; Davis, Aquilano & Chase, 1999). These nine factors include:
1) Combining multiple jobs into one
2) Employees are employed to make decisions
3) Steps of a job are allowed to be sequenced in natural order
4) Combining process steps to allow for customization with economies of scale
5) Allowing work to be performed where it makes sense even if across functional boundaries
6) Reduce non-value added work through controls and verification checks
7) Provide customers with a single point of contact
8) Use a hybrid structure to be both centralized and decentralized simultaneously
The positive aspects of BPR are seen as dramatic improvements in cost, quality service and
speed (Hammer & Champy, 1993) as well as allowing for ease of application of the next tool with less risk
of current conditions, the “Multiplier effects of BPR” (Aremu & Adeyemi, 2008). Using BPR Ford
eliminated the need for suppliers to send purchase orders and Ford got rid of invoices with both exploiting
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information technology by moving these transactions on-line, resulting in a 75% reduction in the
accounting department, specifically, accounts payable (Hammer & Champy, 1993).
BPR really stuck its peak acceptance in mid-1990s (Ponzi & Koenig, 2002), chiefly because of its
elimination or disregard of all aspects of the current process may alienate employees because they
worked in old system. BPR efforts assumed that the current process is irrelevant (Aremu & Adeyemi,
2008). With its heavy focus on process improvement, BPM and later Lean became the successor to BPR
(Ko et al., 2009; Yen, 2009), with steady continual improvement from Kaizen events, generally
supplanting the radical change espoused by BPR.
While BPR was negatively associated with downsizing, the evolution into BPM is less
dehumanizing. Like Six Sigma, BPR and BPM typically have a clear business case or project objective.
One author, while writing on Six Sigma, stated a clear implementation methodology for BPM projects
(Eckes, 2002). Eckes notes six steps for a team-based, project oriented BPM improvements, clearly
influenced by the five phases of the Six Sigma DMAIC process covered in the next evolutionary epoch.
2.11.2

Evolution Two

Many authors see the transition from Evolution One dominated by TQM and BPI to Evolution Two
and the rise of Six Sigma and Lean as mere rebranding of these successful improvement paradigms.
Rebranding is itself a well-studied process where the old cycle practices are criticized for their
shortcoming with a new management fad ready to save the day with a new wave of journal articles, books
and speakers on the lecture circuit. Whether we consider the five stages of management jargon (Ettore,
1997); the seven stage life cycles of management fads (Staw & Epstein, 2000); or the eight attributes of
fads (Miler & Hartwick, 2002), it is hard to ignore the rapid rise in the literature of Lean and Six Sigma as
not just jumping on the continuous improvement bandwagon.
However, as we begin to thoroughly examine both Lean and Six Sigma we cannot help but notice
the fundamental change in the manner in which these two CI methods use highly structured procedures
when selecting and executing projects. The Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle of Lean and the Define, Measure,
Analyze, Improve and Control (DMAIC) process of Six Sigma do not have globally accepted equivalent
routines in the techniques availed by TQM or BPI professionals.
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2.11.2.1

Lean

The term “Lean Manufacturing” was introduced to those outside Japan in the seminal book by
Womack, Jones, and Roos, The Machine that changed the World (1990). While Lean is technically before
BPR by publish date, Lean was not yet truly known as a CI Method until a later book by Womack and
Jones, Lean Thinking (1996).
In 1990, with The Machine that Changed the World, we learned that Toyota was doing something
fundamentally different than the rest of the automotive world, but we it was not until 1996, that we learned
the five Principles of Lean and the tools used by the industrial engineer Taiichi Ohno at Toyota to support
each principle. Even later, we learned that Ohno himself learned many of these lean tools from visits to
Henry Ford’s factories (Ford, 1926).
The primary focus of lean improvements is stated as the elimination of waste. While this is truly the
ultimate goal, it is frequently far more difficult to identify and reduce waste. Ohno stated that there are
seven types of waste, but a common additional eight waste is stated as the Non-Utilized Talents of
employees. Several acronyms are found through a simple internet search regarding these eight types of
wastes, but the researchers prefer the acronym D.O.W.N.T.I.M.E since the word “downtime” has many
negative connotations in manufacturing settings.
Exploring the acronym DOWNTIME in greater detail reveals the following concept definitions for
each letter:
D

Defects (errors, mistakes, rework, scrap, escapes)

O

Over production (producing more than is immediately needed)

W

Waiting (idle time, delays for material, people, machines, information)

N

Non-Utilized Talents of Employees (not ask for ideas or not listening)

T

Transportation (conveyance or movement between work centers)

I

Inventory (raw material, work-in-process {WIP}, finished goods)

M

Motion (bending, reaching, excessive reaching in a single work space)

E

Extra {excess} processing (more work or of high quality than required)

Again, in their first book, Womack, Jones, and Roos reported after studying the world automotive
industry that Toyota must be doing something very different than the rest of their global competitors
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because they were obtaining consistently superior results. However, we did not realize until their second
book that the five principles of lean were the reason for Toyota’s success.
Value is defined by the customer and defined by the producer. In short, any activity that
consumes resources but does not add value to the customer must be considered waste or Muda
(Womack & Jones, 2010). The Value Stream is all of the process steps necessary to bring a product or
service to market. The primary tool to study and improve the Value Stream is a Value Stream Map (VSM),
which clearly illustrates the flow of both material and information (Womack & Jones, 2010). Flow strives to
improve the speed of product movement and quality of product to reduce the wastes of waiting
(stoppages) and defects (rework/scrap) (Womack & Jones, 2010). Two branches of this river, first JIT and
second, Jidoka or zero-defects. Pull, as opposed to Push, is simply stated as do not make anything until
the upstream customer, which could be the next internal processing step, specifically requests for more
(Womack & Jones, 2010). Finally, Perfection is the constant pursuit of incremental improvement. By this
never-ending yearning to get slightly better each day, each operation of the business advances to
enhance the value as stated by the customer (Womack & Jones, 2010).
2.11.2.2

Six Sigma

The CI practice of Six Sigma developed at Motorola in the late 1980s by engineers Bill Smith and
Mikel Harry, helping guide their improvement to such an extent that Motorola ultimately won the Malcolm
Baldrige National Quality Award in 1988. However, it was not until the world began to see the rapid
impact on corporate performance at General Electric under the leadership Jack Welsh in the mid-1990s
that Six Sigma really exploded and expanded into virtually every industrial sector.
Six Sigma’s primary mantra is to reduce of the variation in processes. This is achieve by focusing
on finding solutions to unknown problems, using fact based decision making to achieve, bottom line
results (Snee, 2010). The primary focus of Six Sigma is the Identification and reduction of Variation in
processes. Six Sigma is a highly structured, project based methodology, employing a disciplined
framework to each project, namely DMAIC (Hammer, 2002; Parast, 2011).
DMAIC is an acronym for the five phases of each Six Sigma Project, meaning: Define, Measure,
Analyze, Improve and Control. DMAIC is a critical means to ensure a consistent, measurable impact on
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financial and operational measures of each organization. The DMAIC phases sequentially links traditional
quality tools so that data output of one phase become data input of the next phase.
Six Sigma has a history of research on the impact on performance (Hahn et al., 1999; Foster, 2007;
and Parast, 2011). Research on Six Sigma has been noted as lagging industry, at least during the first
decade of this century (Antony, 2008; Schroder et al., 2008; Jacobs et al., 2015)
Like BPR, Six Sigma typically needs advanced Information Technology (IT) systems. Where BPR
needed it to help improve the overall efficiencies of processes, Six Sigma requires IT to assist in the
acquisition, storage and analysis of the vast amounts of data required for each Six Sigma project. Since
Six Sigma is looking for solutions to unknown problems, there must be examination of process metrics for
trends or outlying conditions which could never be apparent to a human studying the output over short
time horizons. Because of this tremendous need for data and the corresponding IT systems, have led
many to believe that Six Sigma is not accessible to SME (Antony, 2008).
2.11.3

Evolution Three
As we move into Evolution Three of CI, the focus on the impact of improvement projects on the

set of CP intensifies with the convergence of the two well-defined, globally implemented CI methods of
Lean and Six Sigma to form Lean Six Sigma (George, 2002).
2.11.3.1

Lean Six Sigma
The Integration of Lean and Six Sigma began in the late 1990s and early 2000s (George,

2002), combining the degree of responsiveness attained from Lean’s focus on the reduction of waste and
the degree of excellence achieved from the reduction of variation in business processes from Six Sigma.
The systems thinking espoused by Senge (1990) and Deming (1993) is accurately illustrated in
the further use of the Value Stream Mapping (VSM) tool. Consider a VSM with the Process Boxes being
the value or non-value added activities of transformation and the Process Arrows being the movement or
queuing which occurs between the functional steps, then, Lean is primarily concerned with the Arrows or
area “Between” steps, while Six Sigma is primarily concerned with the Boxes or the area “Within” steps
(Snee, 2010).
It joins the Lean focus on the Value Stream Mapping tool with the disciplined organizational
structure of Six Sigma. VSM allows companies to clearly visualize the flow of both information and
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material, while Six Sigma calls project savings of US$50K for Green Belts and $175K for Black Belts
(Harry, 1998) putting each project into the DMAIC structure.
Primarily serving as a Leadership development tool (Welch et al., 2005) become of the visibility
and exposure offered by projects, LSS projects can break even in 6-12 months with 1-2% improvement in
sales per year for large companies and 3-4% improvement in sales per year for SMEs (Snee, 2010).
There are several difficulties faced by organizations using LSS, including selecting projects,
sustaining the LSS effort, and collecting the vast amounts of data required for statistical analysis, but LSS
appears to be helping organization mainly because of its structure focuses on active involvement of
executive leadership and bottom line results (Snee, 2010). With such tangible control on the operational
and financial CPs, LSS will be a powerful management strategy policy for the foreseeable future in both
manufacturing and service organizations.
2.12

Surmising the CI method Impact on CPs
Before leaving this chapter to begin our discussion of the specific research questions this

research paper aims to shed light upon, let us quickly review the three Evolutionary phases of the major
CI methodologies and their heightened awareness of that each philosophies impact plays on a firm’s
CPs. Evolution One was comprised of the well-meaning TQM and BPI methods, which despite the
tremendous veal of their proponents, suffered from nebulous toolsets within an equally unrefined project
structure. Next, in Evolution Two of CI methods, we verified that stronger project structures displayed in
the Lean via Plan-Do-Check-Act and Six Sigma through DMAIC, ensured that more meaningful results in
an organization’s CP were invariably more consistent than with the indistinct shape found in the TQM and
BPI schemes of Evolution One. Finally, with the integration of waste reduction of Lean and the variation
reduction of Six Sigma, we see an ever increasing assuredness of dramatic upgrade of the CP results as
we continue to advance within Evolution Three.
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CHAPTER 3
PROBLEM STATEMENT, RESEARCH QUESTIONS, HYPOTHESES

3.1

Problem Statement
The impact of continuous improvement on the financial and operational factors, collectively

referred to as competitive priorities, has not been analyzed in small to medium enterprises in the lower
tiers of the aerospace industry. Clearly, this research area segment has had very little rigorous analysis,
but it should not be so restricted given the size and global scope of the aerospace industry.
The Research Questions are in a topic area which the researcher has a strong foundation,
specifically, Lean and Six Sigma, but this starting point was strengthened by broadening the reflection to
including BPR and TQM as well as the new combined philosophy of LSS (Kelley et al., 2003).
Furthermore, the current academic literature studies Competitive Priorities as individual priorities
and does not consider the interactions between or the relationships of the CPs to each other, Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 Addressing the gap in current academic literature
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3.2

Research Questions
A Research Questions (RQs) and corresponding Hypothesis are established for each network

path of the PLS-PM model. The RQs are paths from a starting LV node (LV START) terminating at
another LV node (LV END).
3.2.1

Case 1, Customer, Research Questions
Since hypothesis testing in the context of finding the relationships of latent constructs based on

the observed data uses path coefficients of each network path on the related model, which will be
covered in depth in Chapter 5. Notwithstanding, the associated Research Questions (RQs) must also be
for path of the model diagram as seen in Table 3.1, Case 1 Research Questions.
TABLE 3.1
CASE 1 RESEACH QUESTIONS

RQ#
RQ01
RQ02
RQ03
RQ04

LV START LV END
INNO
FNCL
INNO
QUAL
INNO
DELV
INNO
FLEX

RQ05
RQ06
RQ07

QUAL
QUAL
QUAL

FNCL
DELV
FLEX

RQ08
RQ09

FLEX
FLEX

FNCL
DELV

RQ10

DELV

FNCL

RQ11
RQ12
RQ13
RQ14
RQ15

EXPR
EXPR
EXPR
EXPR
EXPR

INNO
QUAL
FLEX
DELV
FNCL

Each RQ has a corresponding hypothesis test associated with it. The matrix of the hypotheses by
network path is covered in the Chapter 5, Results.
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3.2.2

Case 2, Supplier, Research Questions

As with the RQs for Case 1, Customer, noted in the previous section, each research question on
path analysis and its related hypothesis test are for a single path on the graph of the network of
interactions as seen in Table 3.2, Case 2 Research Questions.
TABLE 3.2
CASE 2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

RQ#
RQ01
RQ02
RQ03
RQ04

LV START
S-INNO
S-INNO
S-INNO
S-INNO

LV END
S-QUAL
S-FLEX
S-DELV
S-FNCL

RQ05
RQ06
RQ07

S-QUAL
S-QUAL
S-QUAL

S-FLEX
S-DELV
S-FNCL

RQ08
RQ09

S-FLEX
S-FLEX

S-DELV
S-FNCL

RQ10

S-DELV

S-FNCL

RQ11
RQ12
RQ13
RQ14
RQ15

S-EXPR
S-EXPR
S-EXPR
S-EXPR
S-EXPR

S-INNO
S-QUAL
S-FLEX
S-DELV
S-FNCL

RQ16
RQ17
RQ18

S-INT-DE
S-INT-QD
S-INT-DR

FNCL
FNCL
FNCL
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CHAPTER 4
METHODOLOGY

4.1

Empirical Study
To gain an understanding of the relationship between continuous improvement activities and

operational and financial impact, this empirical research study was undertaken using an on-line survey.
The measures used in the survey instrument are discussed at length to follow. Survey instruments allow
for expansive geographic reach at very low cost (Alreck & Settle, 1985; Kelley et al., 2003). This
descriptive research study is based on observed, experimental evidence of customer perceptions, making
use of quantitative analysis. The process of this survey based Research Study, mirrors the steps
discussed in the literature (Kelley et al., 2003):
Research Questions
Research Methods
Survey questionnaires
Designing the Research Tool
Planning the content of the Research Tool
Questionnaire Layout
Piloting
Cover Letter
Sample and Sampling
Non-Random Sampling
Sample Size
Data Collection
Data Analysis
Reporting
Since a large sample size is needed to ensure the reliability and validity of the research results,
we invited participants from a large part of the United States. The remaining sections in this chapter
briefly describe the Participant Sample (Target Population), the Aerospace Industry (Nadcap Special
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Process Industries), the Quantitative Research Instrument (Survey Questionnaire), and Pilot Study
(Validation).
4.2

Participant Sample - Target Population
This study focuses on the aerospace industry, thus, it is a non-random, purposive sample

because the survey participants were intentionally earmarked for involvement (Kelley et al., 2003).
Specifically, this study has considered organizations that are registered to the AS 9100 series of
specifications. The full list of organizations that are AS 9100 registered is found in the Online Aerospace
Supplier Information Systems (OASIS) maintained by the International Aerospace Quality Group (IAQG).
While there are considerably more AS 9100 registered organizations globally, there are 7,455
organizations within the USA at the time of this research study. The table to follow shows the breakdown
of AS 9100 firms by individual state of the USA.
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TABLE 4.1

AS 9100 FIRMS BY STATES OF THE USA

LINE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

STATE
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
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AS 9100 FIRMS
135
1
287
36
1865
87
353
10
345
115
3
23
208
160
28
225
35
7
31
86
253
212
122
25
101
13
9
34
99
144
38
330
110
7
331
99
73
272
25
90
8
31
433
81
21
65
303
12
72
2
7,455

Using the ten commodity group categories defined by Boeing as a proxy for all OEM commodity
groupings, we further narrowed the focus of this research study to the commodity group category of
purchased outside production or more succinctly machined parts and sheet metal.
TABLE 4.2
AEROSPACE COMMODITY GROUPS
CATEGORIES OF PURCHASED GOODS AND SERVICES

INCLUDED /
EXCLUDED

Aerospace Support

Excluded

Avionics and avionics components

Excluded

Common Aerospace Commodities

Excluded

Electrical, hydraulic and mechanical systems

Excluded

Interiors

Excluded

Major Structures

Excluded

Non-production goods and services

Excluded

Propulsion systems

Excluded

Purchased outside production including sheet metal and non-metallic
products, machined parts, and tubing and ducting products and services

Included

Technology

Excluded

The researcher determined that AS 9100 machine shops are the organizations most likely to be
customers of Nadcap Special Process Industry (SPI) suppliers.
4.2.1

Aerospace Industry
Both the Automotive and Aerospace industries are high volume industries, but for different

reasons. Automotive is high volume because of the large number of units it produces annually, while
Aerospace is high volume because of the number of passengers that travel annually. While many
automobile enthusiasts may claim that an automobile is the most complicated product humans
manufacturer, this is easily proved incorrect by noting that while both automobiles and aircraft can be
driven, only aircraft can be deliberately flown.
A review the key numbers regarding the Aerospace industry provided by the United States
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and the US Department of Transportation’s Bureau of
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Transportation Statistics reveals that there are over 7,000 commercial aircraft, transporting over
2,000,000 passengers per day. Moreover, US aircraft exports amount to over US$ 100 Billion annually.
4.2.2

Nadcap Special Process Industry
Nadcap is a company registration process similar in many respects to ISO 9000 or the aerospace

version AS 9100, in that there are requirements for documented procedure, training, internal audits and
management review. Furthermore, like ISO and AS, Nadcap requires periodic audits by external auditors
to ensure compliance.
However, unlike, both ISO and AS, Nadcap is a global monopoly. If you longer wish to use a
specific registrar when seeking initial or re-registration for ISO and AS, you are free to change the
registrar. In the Nadcap realm, there is only one registration body for the entire world, the Performance
Review Institute (PRI).
4.3

Quantitative Research Instrument – Survey Questionnaire
An on-line survey was selected as the primary research tool, because it allows us to gain insights

from customers on both perceived and actual results. While CPs are signs of actual results, perceptions
are related to one’s expectation of value. According to research one study (Evans & Mathur, 2005), there
are twelve conditions when on-line surveys are best used and nine potential weaknesses.
Our research study makes use of a several of these conditions, including a wide geographic
coverage of the United State, access to a good sample list from the IAQG OASIS listing of AS 9100
companies, and a solid methodological framework. To reduce, eliminate, or mitigate the potential
weaknesses raised by the Evans and Mathur study, such as “skewed attributes of internet population,”
“privacy and security issues” and “low response rates,” we worked closely with the Social Science
Research Lab at Wichita State University (SSRL) in improve our survey instrument and the measures
therein. The SSRL assisted by reviewing the survey design layout, question grouping, and measurement
scales (Kelley et al., 2003).
Furthermore, the survey allows us to gather information from customers in terms of Voice of the
Customer (VOC) and Customer Satisfaction (CS). VOC can be gathered before a customer buys the
product or service, while CS can only be obtained after a customer interacts with the product or service.
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4.4

Pilot Study and Survey Procedure

4.4.1

Pilot Study
To ensure participants of the full survey would understand the survey instructions and questions

(Kelley et al., 2003), a Pilot Study was conducted with the initial survey instrument inviting nearly 100 AS
9100 machine shop participants in the southeastern part of Kansas, particularly Sedgwick County,
allowing for multiple respondents from the same organization. No statistical analyses were performed on
the data obtained from the 26 respondents.
Since low response rates are perennial concern for research based on survey instruments,
particularly because it reduces samples, decreases statistical power and increase confidence intervals,
the generalization of a study with low response rates is reduced (Rogelberg & Stanton, 2007). To mitigate
low response rates, the following changes were made to the initial survey instrument were made based
on the input of the SSRL including:
1) The seven (7th) middle Neither / Neutral option of the Likert scale was removed so that
respondent could not sit on the fence
2) Further consideration led to the replacement of the Likert classifications in favor of slider
bars, allowing each data element to become a continuous variable rather than discrete
3) Grouping questions into matrices, for each CP to make it appear as though there are fewer
questions to answer
4) Addressing the cover letter to each participant with their first name only, such as “Tom.” as
opposed to “Tom Smith” or “Mr. Smith.”
4.4.2

Survey Procedure
We collected target participants company names and address from the IAQG’s OASIS database

of AS 9100 registered companies. From this full list, we reduced the initial participants to the following US
states AR, CO, IA, IL, KS, LA, MO, ND, NE, NM, OK, SD, TX, WI, and WY although we did add several
companies from other states that we knew to be AS 9100 machine shops. Additionally, we reviewed the
Standard Industrial Classifications (SIC) Codes of the firms participating in the pilot study which we knew
to be AS 9100 machine shops. These SIC code of 3599, Industrial and Commercial Machinery and
Equipment, and 3728, Aircraft Parts and Auxiliary Equipment, further reduce the OASIS list, resulting in
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2,352 participant emails. To this OASIS we added 557 participants from the Midwest which we knew to
be affiliated with AS 9100 machine shops for a final participant email list of nearly 3,000 individuals.
Next, we search company websites and other internet resources to determine prospective survey
contacts. The contact information gathered included First Name, Last Name, Email, and Functional Title.
This data was first stored in Microsoft Excel before uploading into the Qualtrics Online Survey Platform.
We allowed multiple respondents from the same company from different functional areas.
Following the survey method guidelines of the SSRL with consideration to the guidelines of
Dillman (2014), we sent prospective participants initial invitation emails with a cover letter type email
body, the IRB informed consent form, and survey, followed by follow-up emails for non-respondents.
Of the 3201 surveys emailed, 138 were started, with 76 responses and 53 finished, resulting in a
2.37 % response rate. The perceived acceptable response rate is 30-35% (Watt et al., 2002); Yet, lower
response rates may still be acceptable for further statistical analysis depending on the modeling tools
selected. Before the model was tested, the data was screened for missing values. 56 of the 76 were
excluded because of incomplete responses, leaving 20 for surveys for analysis although this was
increased to 32 for Case 1, Customer, once questions were ignored from the larger study as they related
to supplier performance and 30 for Case 2, Supplier, after questions were ignored from the larger study
that related to the customer. The specific modeling technique used in this research study, was selected,
in part, because of the small sample size.
4.5

Measures
The survey instrument contains 19 questions in 6 sections of the survey, with key metrics for

each of section, plus 3 questions related to the Informed Consent. The measures or constructs in each of
the survey instrument sections or domains were developed from the literature. When possible, closed,
pre-coded questions and measured variables that were present in previous research studies were used
and clearly noted (Kelley et al., 2003). However, most of the questions are altered from attribute or
discrete multiple choice style questions to continuous variable metrics.
The sections of the survey instrument are Contextual Factors, Financial (Cost), Quality, Delivery,
Flexibility and Innovation. According to the Lean Certification Handbook, developed by the American
Society for Quality specifically to assist practitioners to prepare for Lean certification, there are five
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categories of measures, which are covered in the fourth and final module of the book, Business Results
(Manos & Vincent {Eds}, 2012), including 1) Quality, 2) Delivery, 3) Cost, 4) Financial Impact, and 5)
Competitive Impact, thus, our research project is covering key metric areas of continuous improvement.
For the five core sections of the study, the survey instrument originally used attribute, Likert-type
scales. However, based on the suggestions of the SSRL, all of the measurement scales were altered
following the Pilot Study to slider bars which allow for continuous measurement scaling of responses. The
SSRL suggested survey scale modifications from discrete to continuous variables agree with previous
research studies as well (Martin, 1978; Russel & Bobko, 1992; McClelland & Judd, 1993; Kaynak, 2003).
4.5.1

Contextual Factors
In the first section, entitled Contextual Factors, there are several questions, most of which are

presented as single response multiple choice questions where frequency distributions can be
ascertained. Most of these questions are contextual in nature, such as the Enterprise Size or the Age of
the Organization and are well suited for categorical analysis (Yusuf et al., 2007).
4.5.1.1

Functional Area
Variable Type:

Attribute

Options:

General Management or Ownership
Finance / Accounting / Information Technology
Quality / Inspection / Lean / Six Sigma
Production / Operations / Manufacturing
Engineering / Design / Purchasing / Estimating
Other

4.5.1.2

4.5.1.3

Length of Employment
Variable Type:

Continuous

Range:

0-50 years

State of Residence
Variable type:

Attribute

Options:

Select one of the 50 US states
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4.5.1.4

Level of Understanding
Research participants were asked their levels of understanding with respect to both Quality

Management Systems (QMS) as well as Continuous Improvement Philosophy (CIP), with the questions
related to Levels of Understanding grouped in blocks.
Variable type:

Continuous

Options:

ISO 9000
AS 9100
Nadcap

4.5.1.4

Primary Nadcap Accreditation of the suppliers
There are 18 unique Nadcap accreditations (www.p-r-i.org), according to the Performance

Review Institute (PRI). However, the largest number of accreditations is found in four top level groups:
Variable type:

Discrete

Options:

Chemical Processing also known as Metal Finishing
Heating Treating also known as Thermal Processing
Non-Destructive Testing or NDT
Shot Peening or Surface Enhancement
Other

4.5.1.5

4.5.1.6

Start of Improvement initiative
Variable type:

Continuous

Range:

0-50 years
Primary Continuous Improvement Model

There are numerous continuous improvement methods or philosophies, but our study is confined
to the five (5) methods detailed in the Literature Review Chapter.

4.5.1.7

Variable type:

Attribute

Options:

BPR, TQM, Lean, Six Sigma, LSS

Enterprise Size (Number of Employees)
Enterprises may be classified by a number of factors, but two of the most common are by Sales

Revenue and Number of Employees. The number of employees or size of the enterprise can and is
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frequently divided into categories based on the judgement of the researcher. For the purpose of this
research paper, we initially made use of the categories offered by the European Union. However, we
altered the scale from attribute categories to measured continuous variables by converting the survey
design, again introducing slider bars.
“Many SMEs are vulnerable in that they operate in sectors where there are few barriers to new
entrants” (Achanga et al., 2006). However, in the special process industries (SPI) there are several
factors which insulate SMEs from the competition of otherwise large firms, including the Nadcap
registration process as well as the fear of environmental health and safety risk elements.
Large firms have complexity by the number of people and processes, while small firms have
complexity more as a result of the scarcity of resources. Large firms are more likely, in general to
succeed with improvement initiatives when compared to smaller organizations (White et al., 1999). With
respect to specific CI methodology, it has been noted that larger firms have greater advancement in JIT
implementation than SME (White et al., 1999). Additionally, other authors have concluded that Six Sigma
was good for any size firm (Kumar et al., 2009).

4.5.1.8

Variable type:

Continuous

Range:

0-250 employees
Age of the Organization

Age of the plant has been studied by as a contextual factor (Shah & Ward, 2003). While Industry
Week had divided organizations into just two (2) age categories, new (0-10 years) and old (20+ years),
Shah and Ward added a third, middle category of adolescences (10-20 years). To increase the
information content of the data, we have converted these three groups of categorical data to measured
continuous data by use of a slider bar.
Variable Type:

Continuous

Options:

0-100 years
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4.5.1.9

Excluded contextual factors

4.5.1.9.1

Product-Process

We have assumed that both the AS 9100 customers and the Nadcap suppliers are making
discrete units primarily in a Job shop environment. This conscious exclusion notes that organizations can
being arranged along what is referred to as either Product-Process or Process Type as seen in Table 4.3.
TABLE 4.3
PRODUCT-PROCESS AND PROCESS TYPE

4.5.1.9.2

PRODUCT- PROCESS
(Hayes & Wheelwright, 1979):

PROCESS TYPE
(Ward et al,, 1998):

Project

Repetitive

Job Shop

Discrete

Batch

Job Shop

Assembly Line

Process (Batch)

Continuous

Process (Continuous)

Unionization

Unions certainly exist in the aerospace industry, yet it is assumed that they would be
underrepresented in the SME organization thus little or no knowledge would be gained from asking a
question regarding this contextual factor.
4.5.2

Questions about Competitive Priorities
The next blocks of questions are related to the five competitive priorities. Each block of questions

is asked twice. While both are from the customers perspective, the first sequence is about the impact
because of the customers own internal efforts, stated as YOUR efforts. The second iteration of each CP
question block is the customer’s opinion about the impact of each metric because of the Nadcap
Suppliers efforts.
4.5.3

Financial (Cost) Section
According to the Security and Exchange Commission (SEC), there are four main financial

statements. These statements are: Income Statement, Balance Sheet, Statement of Cash Flows, and
Statement of Shareholder’s equity.
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4.5.3.1

Income Statement
An Income Statement is a financial report of an organization over a period of time, such as
st

st

January 1 to December 31 of a given fiscal year. There are three sections of an Income Statement, the
Revenue Section, the Expenses Section, and the Net Income Section.
Revenues are sales receipts that the organization generates from its products sold or services
rendered. Expenses are the costs incurred by the organization in terms of material, labor and
administrative which the organization uses to convert materials or information into finished products or
completed services. Finally, Net Income is a calculation of the Revenues less expenses, yielding either a
Net Profit or Net Loss, respectively.
4.5.3.1.1

Revenues

Variable Type:

Continuous

Range:

0-100 (0 = no impact, 100 = tremendous impact)

4.5.3.1.2

Expenses

Variable Type:

Continuous

Range:

0-100 (0 = no impact, 100 = tremendous impact)

4.5.3.1.3

Profits

Variable Type:

Continuous

Range:

0-100 (0 = no impact, 100 = tremendous impact)

4.5.3.2

Balance Sheet
The Balance Sheet shoes the financial position of an organization as of a point in time, such as

the end of a fiscal month, quarter or year. The Balance Sheet contains three areas, the Asset Section, the
Liability Section and the Equity Section. According to the Securities and Exchange Commission’s
webpage a Beginners’ Guide to Financial Statements, Assets are what an organization owns, while
Liabilities are what an organization owes. Equity, which is also known as Net Worth, is the remainder of
the Accounting Equation or Assets – Liabilities = Equity.
4.5.3.2.1

Assets

Variable Type:

Variable

Range:

0-100 (0 = no impact, 100 = tremendous impact)
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4.5.3.2.2

Liabilities

Variable Type:

Variable

Range:

0-100 (0 = no impact, 100 = tremendous impact)

4.5.3.3

Statement of Cash Flows
Organizations need cash to pay their bills and the Statement of Cash Flows readily shows the

movement of cash as inflows or outflows. Like the Income Statement, the Statement of Cash Flows
shows changes over a period of time. The Cash Flow Statement has four sections: Cash from Operating
Activities, Cash from Investing Activities, Cash from Financing Activities and Net Changes in Cash.
Cash from Operating Activities Section, starts with the cash from Net Income from the Income
Statement, and makes adjustments to the Net Income for any cash or non-cash transactions. The Cash
from Investing Activities Section clearly shows all cash received in and out from investment activities,
such as buying a piece or equipment or selling a building. Next, the Financing section shows in and out
from financing activities, such as borrowing money from the bank or paying back a former bank loan.
Finally, in the Net Changes of Cash, an organization verifies if there is a net increase or decrease in cash
for the period because of the cumulative effect of changes in cash from Operations, Investing and
Financing.
Besides the Statement of Cash Flows, the impact on Cash Flow can be measured indirectly by
both financial and operational metrics (Manos & Vincent {Eds}, 2012).
TABLE 4.4
INDIRECT MEASURES OF IMPACT ON CASH FLOW
OPERATIONAL

FINANCIAL

First Pass Yield (FPY)

Revenues

On-time Delivery / shipment (OTD)

Profits

We have opted to measure the impact on Cash Flow indirectly through both Financial and
Operational Metrics noted above.
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Statement of Shareholder’s Equity

4.5.3.4

Since the Statement of Shareholder’s Equity also referred to as the Statement of Retained
Earnings is generally issued only by publically traded companies, we excluded this financial document
from consideration in this research study.
4.5.4

Quality Section

4.5.4.1

Internal Rework
Definition:

“Resources needed to correct work that was done that was either

incorrect from a technical standpoint or failed to meet the needs and expectations of the customer.”
Variable Type:

Discrete

Method of Calculation: Varies by company
Expected direction:

Reduction

Source:

(Womack & Jones, 2010)

4.5.4.2

Customer Returns
Variable Type:

Discrete

Method of Calculation: Varies by company
Expected direction:

Reduction

Source:

General industry practice

4.5.4.3

First Pass Yield (FPY)
Definition:

The ratio of the number of good units out of a process divided by the

total number of units into a process. Parts that are initially defective which may be reworked, becoming
acceptable, are not included in this calculation.
Variable Type:

Continuous

Calculation:

FPY = Total units processed – Rejects or Reworks
Total units processed

Expected direction:
Source:

Increase
The Lean Certification Handbook, (Manos & Vincent {Eds}, 2012)
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4.5.4.4

Potential Process Capability (Cp)
Definition:

Cp provides a quick assessment as to whether the overall spread of the

process can meet the tightness of the specification or requirements provided by the customer
Variable Type:

Continuous

Calculation:

Cp = (USL – LSL0) / 6

Expected direction:

Increase

Source:

The Lean Certification Handbook, (Manos & Vincent {Eds}, 2012).

4.5.4.5

Actual Process Capability (Cpk)
Definition:

Cpk provides a clear assessment as to whether the overall spread of the

process currently meets the tightness of the specification or requirements provided by the customer.
Variable Type:

Continuous

Calculation:

Cpk = MIN (USL – X-bar) / 3 , (X-bar – LSL) / 3

Expected direction:

Increase

Source:

The Lean Certification Handbook, (Manos & Vincent {Eds}, 2012).

4.5.5

Delivery Section

4.5.5.1

Customer Satisfaction (CSAT)
Definition:

How well a company’s products or service meet customer’s expectations

Variable Type:

Continuous

Calculation:

A composite score from multiple customers

Expected direction:

Increase

Source:

(Gupta & Zeithaml, 2007)

4.5.5.2

On-Time Delivery (OTD)
Definition:

On-Time Delivery measures the percentage of units produced by the

customer due date
Variable Type:
Calculation:

Discrete
OTD = Line items received on-time by the customer / Total line items received

Expected direction:

Increase

Source:

The Lean Enterprise Memory Jogger, (MacInnes, 2002)
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4.5.5.3

Process Lead Time (PLT)
“The process lead time (PLT) is the average time it takes the next unit to

Definition:

enter and then exit the overall process.”
Variable Type:

Continuous

Calculation:

PLT = WIP / AWT

WIP = Work in Process, AWT = Actual Work Time.
AWT …” is the operating hours available based on working regular time, excluding overtime,
meals and breaks”
Expected direction:

Increase

Source:

The Lean Certification Handbook, (Manos & Vincent {Eds}, 2012).

4.5.5.4

Cycle Times
Definition:

“Cycle time or process cycle time is the amount of time to complete one unit”

Variable Type:

Continuous

Calculation:

The amount of time for each process step.

Expected direction:

Increase

Source:

The Lean Certification Handbook, (Manos & Vincent {Eds}, 2012).

4.5.5.5

Value Added Ratio (VAR)
Definition:

The productive useful work that a customer is willing to pay for and

generally determined by changes in the form, fit or function of a part
Variable Type:

Continuous variable, typical expressed as a %

Calculation:

VAR = Value Added Time
Total Time {Value Added + Non-Value Added}

Expected direction:

Increase

Source:

The Lean Enterprise Memory Jogger, (MacInnes, 2002)

4.5.6

Flexibility Section

4.5.6.1

Routing Flexibility
Definition:

Redundancy equipment

Variable Type:

Variable
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Calculation:

N/A

Expected direction:

Increase

Source:

(Sethi & Sethi, 1990; Parker & Wirth,1999)

4.5.6.2

Production Flexibility
Definition:

Alternative production methods

Variable Type:

Variable

Calculation:

N/A

Expected direction:

Increase

Source:

(Sethi & Sethi, 1990; Parker & Wirth,1999)

4.5.6.3

Volume Flexibility
Definition:

The ability to increase or decrease volume quickly

Variable Type:

Variable

Calculation:

N/A

Expected direction:

Increase

Source:

(Sethi & Sethi, 1990; Parker & Wirth,1999)

4.5.6.4

Process Flexibility
Definition:

The ability to adjust one’s product mix

Variable Type:

Variable

Calculation:

N/A

Expected direction:

Increase

Source:

(Sethi & Sethi, 1990; Parker & Wirth,1999)

4.5.6.5

Product Flexibility
Definition:

The ability to ability to handle, new parts, technologies or specifications

Variable Type:

Variable

Calculation:

N/A

Expected direction:

Increase

Source:

(Sethi & Sethi, 1990; Parker & Wirth,1999)
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4.5.7

Innovation Section

4.5.7.1

Total number of Approved OEMs
Definition:

The number of unique Prime Contractors

Variable Type:

Variable

Calculation:

N/A

Expected direction:

Increase

Source:

Researcher developed

4.5.7.2

Total number of Approved Processes
Definition:

The number of processes approved by each OEM

Variable Type:

Discrete

Calculation:

Count

Expected direction:

Increase

Source:

Researcher developed

4.5.7.3

Number of New Ideas
Definition:

The number of new ideas generated by a company

Variable Type:

Discrete

Calculation:

Count

Expected direction:

Increase

Source:

Researcher developed

4.5.7.4

Quality of new Ideas
Definition:

The likelihood of implementation

Variable Type:

Attribute

Calculation:

Estimate

Expected direction:

Increase

Source:

Researcher developed
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4.5.7.5

Implementation Percentage (%) of New Ideas
Definition:

The percentage of new ideas actually implemented

Variable Type:

Continuous

Calculation:

Estimate

Expected direction:

Increase

Source:

Researcher developed
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS
5.1

Structured Equation Model
Many surveys or interviews use Structured Equation Models (SEM) to help examine data and

discover patterns causal relationships (Kaplan, 2000) and are frequently used from to examine the
underlying data obtained from survey responses. SEMs design networks of conceptual elements solving
mathematical models, with statistical analysis, deployed through computer algorithms. These algorithms
analyze the LVs which are comprised of one or more MVs, thus, each LV is a composite indicator of the
underlying measures. Furthermore, SEMs combine aspects of both Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA)
(Thurstone, 1931) and Path Analysis (Tukey, 1954). SEM has two branches, Covariance-based and
Component-based (Joreskog, 1970).
5.2

Partial Least Squares Path Modeling
This study uses a Component-based method, specifically Partial Least Squares Path Modeling

(PLS-PM) technique developed for use with multiple blocks of variables (Wold, 1966). PLS-PM is
extensively used as a strategic management tool (Hair et al., 1998). PLS-PM examines, through an
iterative algorithm which solves a set of simultaneous regression equations (Kline, 2011), the
relationships: 1) between the measured variables (MV) and latent variables (LV) and 2) among the LVs
(Sanchez et al., 2013). PLS-PM estimates causal relationships of the two sub-models, the Outer
Measurement Model (OMM) and Inner Structural Model (ISM). Through an iterative algorithm, the MM
approximates the relationships between the observed indicators, the MVs, and hidden concepts, the LVs.
Meanwhile, the ISM estimates the relationships among the LVs (Bollen, 1989).
There is ongoing debate in the academic literature about the appropriateness of PLS-PM as a
modeling technique. There exist six areas of contention, defined by the key questions that follow:
1) Is PLS-PM a SEM technique?
2) Is PLS-PM able to reduce the measurement error impacts?
3) Is PLS-PM able to validate measurement models?
4) Is PLS-PM able to accommodate small sample sizes?
5) Is PLS-PM able to generate Null Hypothesis for path coefficients?
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6) Is PLS-PM able to support exploratory models?
The pros (Henseler et al., 2014) and cons (Ronkko & Evermann, 2013) for each of the preceding
questions were analyzed by a third study of the subject (McIntosh et al., 2014). The third study
concluded that Q1 and Q2 should be considered as NO, agreeing with the Ronkko and Everman study.
While Q3 and Q6 should be considered YES, agreeing with the Henseler et al. study. McIntosh et al.
determined both Q4 and Q5 to be “Inconclusive,” thus, the debate remains. Given this split decision and
the continued use by academia and industry in a variety of research and practical projects, this study
sees no substantive challenge to its continued application to model building.
5.3

Case Studies
In this study, two case studies resulted from the survey data, Customer and Supplier sections.

The structure of the two case studies models is a mirror of each other because the procedural steps are
the same for both studies. For both studies, the model begins with the Outer Measurement Model (OMM)
looking at its Endogeneous Variables (EV) or internal model elements. Next, the Exogenenous Variables
(EV) or those elements which only tangentially impact the model are reviewed. This is followed by
creating a reliability matrix for internal data consistency where both homogeneity and uni-dimensionsality
are examined. Once all elements of the OMM are reviewed, the analysis moves to the Inner Structural
Model (ISM), where the predicted network path of relationships of LVs is examined. Hypotheses testing of
the network paths are conducted using the Product Indicator Method (PIM) followed by non-parametric
analysis of content validity.
Finally, the two Case Study models are processed through a series of Assessment steps for
construct validity is examined. For the OMM the loadings and cross-loadings are reviewed, as well as
estimates of the weights of the MVs. Multicollinearity is also verified before a final look at the overall
validity of the OMM. Once the OMM assessment is complete, the review moves to the ISM assessment
where Coefficients of Determination, Correlation of LVs and estimates of Path Coefficients are checked
before analyzing the hypotheses tests for each network path and creating an actual network path for
comparison to the predicted network path of interactions and relationships.
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5.4

Case 1, Customer

5.4.1

Case 1, Outer Measurement Model
In the Outer or Measurement Model (MM), the MVs are associated with a given LV by simple

regression (Vinzi et al. {Eds}, 2010). This study’s outer weight estimation was done in the Mode A,
Reflective manner rather than the Formative, Mode B (Jakobowicz & Derquenne, 2007). Reflective
modes are generally used for path models, where MVs are deemed to affect the LV (Diamantopoulos &
Winklhofer, 2001).
Each MV is either endogenous or exogenous in nature. Endogenous Variables (EN) are
considered internal forces of the model, while Exogenous Variables (EX) are LVs that do not materialize
at dependent variables. The model determines whether variables are EN or EX.
5.4.1.1

Case 1, Endogenous Variables
In this model, there are five ENs, including: Financial (FNCL), Quality (QUAL), and Delivery

(DELV). Flexibility (FLEX), and Innovation (INNO). Each LV which categorized as EN was comprised of
five MVs which tied directly to survey questions. FNCL included Revenues (REV), Expenses (EXP),
Profits (PROF), Assets (ASST) and Liabilities (LIAB). QUAL included the MVs of Rework (RWK), Escapes
(ESC), First Pass Yield (FPY), Potential Process Capability (CP), and Actual Process Capability (CPK).
DELV had the MVs of Customer Satisfaction (SAT), On-time delivery (OTD), Process Lead Time (PLT),
Cycle Time (CYCLE), ratio of Value Added to Total Value (VANVA). The MVs of INNO include the
Number of OEMS (NOEM), the number of approved processes (NPROC), the number of ideas (NIDEA),
the quality of new ideas (QIDEA), and the percentage of new ideas implemented (PIDEA). The last EN is
FLEX contains the MVs of routing flexibility (ROUTE), production flexibility (PRODTN), volume flexibility
(VOL), process flexibility (PROC) and product flexibility (PRODCT).
5.4.1.2

Case 1, Exogenous Variables
There are four EXs, including: Experience (EXPR) and three interaction EXs. The interaction EXs

group the CP groupings noted in previous research (Lynch and Malzahn, 2018), including the Degree of
Excellence (DE), showing the interactions between Innovation and Quality (INT-DE), and the Degree of
Responsiveness (DR), which illustrates the interactions between Flexibility and Delivery (INT-DR). Finally,
the interaction of Quality and Delivery (INT-QD) links these DE and DR. The LV of EXPR had two MVs
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length of employment (LENGTH-T) and the level of understanding of AS9100 (LVLAS-T). The interaction
EX adds the MVs of each of its constituent LVs.
5.4.1.3

Case 1, Reliability, Homogeneity, Uni-Dimensionality
A reliability matrix was calculated for each MV and grouped by LV block to check for LV block

homogeneity and uni-dimensionality, Cronbach’s Alpha () is a measure internal consistency. To be
considered homogeneous, a given LV block should have Cronbach’s  values greater than 0.7
(Cronbach, 1951), with those above 0.8 considered “good” and those greater than 0.9 as ‘excellent.” The
Cronbach’s  values for the LVs were FLEX (0.954), INNO (0.916), QUAL (0.904), DELV (0.892) and
FNCL (0.853). Another check for LV block homogeneity, is the composite reliability or Dillion-Goldstein
(DG) Rho (), with values larger than 0.7 considered homogenous (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). This
study’s DG  values of the LVs were FLEX (0.965), INNO (0.937), QUAL (0.929), DELV (0.927) and
FNCL (0.898). A given LV block is considered to be unidimensional when the first eigenvalue is greater
than the second. LV blocks must be unidimensional when using a Reflective mode as this study, where
all first eigenvalues were greater than the second as well as the Critical Value threshold for each LV of
the Reliability Matrix.
5.4.2

Case 1, Inner Structural Model

5.4.2.1

Case 1, Predicted Structural Model
The original, predicted Inner or Structural Model (SM) for Case 1 is shown in Figure 5.1. The SM

illustrates the relationship of the LVs, represented by circles, and the direction of the interactions from
each arrow. One is welcome to determine the LVs and the linkages, therein (Hanafi, 2007). While this
allows for SM construction from priori (intuition) or posteriori (experience) knowledge, the researchers
maintain roles as academics and profitable industry executives. The inner estimation of the SM used
Wold’s original Centroid (Wold, 1966) rather than Path or Factorial schemes (Jakobowicz & Derquenne,
2007).
The dashed lined boxes indicate whether a given LV is an endogenous or exogenous variable.
The LVs are grouped by either DE or DR (Lynch & Malzahn, 2018). To allow for legibility, Figure 5.1 does
not include the MV weights, typically depicted by squares, nor the path coefficients between the LVs,
resulting from the model output analysis.
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Figure 5.1. Case 1 Predicted Structural Model

5.4.2.2

Case 1, Hypothesis Testing by Network Path
There are two methods for modeling the interactions of LVs, Product Indicator Method (PIM) or

the Latent Variable Score (LVS). PIM is recommended when more precise estimates of parameters are
needed to test hypotheses (Hair et al., 1998), while LVS is suggested when prediction is required (Hair et
al., 1998).
Table 5.1, Case 1 Hypothesis Testing by Network Path, shows the results of each RQ-H0 path
combination, the relationship between LVs.
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TABLE 5.1
CASE 1 HYPOTHESIS TESTING BY NETWORK PATH
RQ#
RQ01
RQ02
RQ03
RQ04

PATH
DIRECTION PREDICTION
P-VALUE
CO.IN.
LV START LV END COEFFCIENT CORRECT SUPPORTED T RATIO P-VALUE SUPPORTED LOWER UPPER SUPPORTED
INNO
FNCL
0.482
YES
YES
1.708
0.101
NO
-0.445
1.142
YES
INNO
QUAL
0.419
YES
YES
2.487
0.190
NO
0.043
0.730
YES
INNO
DELV
-0.306
NO
NO
-1.424
0.166
NO
-0.772
0.567
YES
INNO
FLEX
0.766
YES
YES
7.129
0.000
YES
0.480
0.965
YES

NULL
HYPOTHESIS
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject
Reject

RQ05
RQ06
RQ07

QUAL
QUAL
QUAL

FNCL
DELV
FLEX

-0.022
0.214
0.138

NO
YES
YES

NO
YES
YES

-0.101
1.592
1.282

0.920
0.123
0.210

NO
NO
NO

-0.519
-0.216
-0.060

0.848
0.467
0.506

YES
YES
YES

Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject

RQ08
RQ09

FLEX
FLEX

FNCL
DELV

0.219
0.853

YES
YES

YES
YES

0.576
3.889

0.570
0.001

NO
YES

-0.546
0.051

1.162
1.310

YES
YES

Fail to Reject
Reject

RQ10

DELV

FNCL

0.020

YES

YES

0.070

0.945

NO

-0.883

0.632

YES

Fail to Reject

RQ11
RQ12
RQ13
RQ14
RQ15

EXPR
EXPR
EXPR
EXPR
EXPR

INNO
QUAL
FLEX
DELV
FNCL

-0.314
-0.186
-0.083
-0.052
0.033

NO
NO
NO
NO
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO
YES

-1.814
-1.107
-0.833
-0.404
0.192

0.080
0.278
0.412
0.689
0.849

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

-0.651
-0.516
-0.227
-0.280
-0.355

0.301
0.224
0.172
0.370
0.375

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject

TABLE 1 - Hypothesis Tests by Model Path

The extent to which a given content domain is considered by an empirical measure is referred to
as Content Validity. However, unlike other analysis conducted on validity constructs, Content Validity is
not numerically analyzed. In order to ensure Content Validity, the research team must verify that the
survey instrument confronts the salient topics of the content domain under consideration. Because of the
depth and breadth of the literature reviewed and the clear citation of the sources of each survey
questionnaire block of metrics, the researchers argue that the constructs possess content validity.
5.4.3

Case 1, Model Assessment

5.4.3.1

Case 1, Outer Measurement Model Assessment

5.4.3.1.1

Case 1, Estimates of Weights of Measurement Variables

All MVs were found to be significant for their LV using Bootstrapping with p<0.05.
5.4.3.1.2

Case 1, Multicollinearity

Multicollinearity is a concern in multiple regressions, when one predicator variable can be linearly
predicted by other variables. The Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) is a method to check for the presence of
2

multicollinearity. This is achieved by calculating the coefficient of determination (R ) for each LV. Next the
Tolerance was calculated for each as Tolerance = 1 – R2. Finally, the VIF is calculated as VIF =
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1/tolerance. Tolerances < 0.20 or VIF > 5.00 indicate a multicollinearity problem. The VIF was calculated
for each LV and determined to be acceptable.
5.4.3.1.3

Case 1, Loadings and Cross-Loadings

A method to ensure construct validity is examining the loadings and cross-loadings of variables. A
loading is a MV with its related LV and a cross-loading is a MV related to other LVs. When the loadings of
a given MV are greater than its MV, there is evidence of construct validity.
GOOD
QUAL - All its MV loadings greater than any cross-loadings
FLEX - All its MV loadings greater than any cross-loadings.
BAD
FNCL had two MVs from INNO (NOEM and NIDEA) with cross-loadings greater than one of the loadings
of its primary MVs (ASST).
INNO had four (4) MVs from FLEX (PRODTN, VOL, PROC, PRODCT) greater than NPROC.
DELV had eleven (11) MVs greater than PLT.
5.4.3.1.4

Case 1, Goodness of Fit Index (GoF)

The GoF of the OMM for Case 1 was 0.972.
5.4.3.1.5

Case 1, Validity of the Measurement Model

The overall validity of the Measurement Model for Case 1 is questionable. While the Estimation of
Weights and check for Multicollinearity are acceptable, 17 of the measured variables had cross-loadings
issues. Therefore, numerous MVs may actually be better associated with another LVs.
5.4.3.2

Case 1, Inner Structural Model Assessment

5.4.3.2.1

Case 1, Coefficient of Determination (R )

2

2

2

The Coefficient of Determination (R ) is deemed to be acceptable if R > 0.1. The R2 value for the
four of the Latent Variables was acceptable, Quality (.259), Financial {Cost} (.515), Delivery (.701) and
Flexibility (.760), the value for Innovation (.099) was above the threshold value.
5.4.3.2.2

Case 1, Goodness of Fit Index (GoF)

The GoF for the ISM of Case 1 was 0.750.
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5.4.3.2.3

Case 1, Correlation of Latent Variables

Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients can take values from minus one (-1) to positive
(+1) indicating the strength of a linear relationship between two variables either “perfect direct increasing
correlation” for values of +1 and “perfect inverse decreasing anticorrelation” for values of -1. Acceptable
correlation of LVs is 0.50 or less. There are numerous LVs with positive correlations greater than 0.05.
5.4.3.2.4

Case 1, Estimates of Path Coefficients

Path Coefficients are significant if the p-values resulting from the t-tests are p<0.05.
Only two (2) of the path coefficients were found to be significant. Innovation-Flexibility (.766) and
Flexibility-Delivery (.853).
5.4.3.2.5

Case 1, Actual Path Model

In Figure 5.2, Case 1 Actual Structural Model, one sees the relationships between LVs in thin,
light grey and the correctly predicted causal relationship links among LVs with the thinker, blue lines. The
correctly predicted LV relationships include: Innovation to Flexibility and Flexibility to Delivery.

Figure 5.2. Case 1 Actual Structural Model
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5.5

Case 2 - Supplier

5.5.1

Case 2, Outer Measurement Model
The Outer Measurement Model (OMM) is determined by linking every group of MVs are to a

single LV by regression (Vinzi et al. {Eds}, 2010). In this research study, the OMM estimates were Mode
A (Reflective) rather than Mode B (Formative) (Jakobowicz & Derquenne, 2007). Exogenous Variables
(EX) are LVs that are not dependent variables while Endogenous Variables (EN) are LVs critical to the
model. The model algorithm ascertains whether variables are EX or EN. The “S” prefix for each MV or LV
is to distinguish them as “Supplier” as opposed to “Customer” elements for the same MV or LV.
5.5.1.1

Case 2, Endogenous Variables
There are six ENs diagnosed in the study’s model. Financial (S-FNCL), Quality (S-QUAL), and

9Delivery (S-DELV). Flexibility (S-FLEX), Innovation (S-INNO) and Experience (S-EXPR). The five core
CPs, were, as LVs categorized as EN each with five (5) MVs as they linked to questions of the survey. SFNCL included Revenues (S-REV), Expenses (S-EXP), Profits (S-PROF), Assets (S-ASST) and
Liabilities (S-LIAB). The LV of S-QUAL included the MVs of Rework (S-RWK), Escapes (S-ESC), First
Pass Yield (S-FPY), Potential Process Capability (S-CP), and Actual Process Capability (S-CPK). SDELV had MVs of Customer Satisfaction (S-SAT), On-time delivery (S-OTD), Process Lead Time (SPLT), Cycle Time (S-CYCLE), ratio of Value Added to Total Value (S-VANVA). The EN construct of SFLEX contains the MVs of routing flexibility (S-ROUTE), production flexibility (S-PRODTN), volume
flexibility (S-VOL), process flexibility (S-PROC) and product flexibility (S-PRODCT). The MVs of S-INNO
include the Number of OEMS (S-NOEM), the number of approved processes (S-NPROC), the number of
ideas (S-NIDEA), the quality of new ideas (S-QIDEA), and the percentage of new ideas implemented (SPIDEA). The final EN of Supplier Experience (S-EXPR) was made up of the Time since the Supplier
began their CI efforts (S-STRT), the Time that the Supplier firm had been in business (S-TIME), the size
of the supplier in number of employees (S-SIZE-T), and the CI the method of the supplier (S-METH-T).
The “-T” indicates that the scale of the MV was modified to mirror other MVs of the study (1-100).
5.5.1.2

Case 2, Exogenous Variables
This model established three EXs, all interactions. The interactions EXs are LVs arise from earlier

research. For example, the interactions between Innovation and Quality (S-INT-DE) stems from the
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concept of Degree of Excellence (DE). Likewise, the interactions between Flexibility and Delivery (S-INTDR) originate from the notion of Degree of Responsiveness (DR) (Lynch & Malzahn, 2018). The last
interaction of Quality and Delivery (S-INT-QD) provides a linkage between DE and DR constructs. Each
of the individual interaction EXs combines the MVs of each of its constituent LVs.
5.5.1.3

Case 2, Reliability, Homogeneity, Uni-Dimesionality
Each MV and grouped LV block was checked for LV block homogeneity and uni-dimensionality

employing a reliability matrix. Homogeneity (internal consistency) was calculated twice, using both
Cronbach’s  and DG , while uni-dimensionality was determined by the first eigenvalues of each LV
block (a CP). For homogeneity to exist a LV block should have Cronbach’s  or DG  values greater than
0.7 (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994), with those above 0.8 labeled “good” and those greater than 0.9 labeled
as “excellent.” The Cronbach’s  values for the LVs were from highest to lowest: S-INNO (0.970), S-FLEX
(0.968), S-FNCL (.956), S-QUAL (0.933), and S-DELV (0.888). This study’s DG  values of the LVs were,
in descending order: S-INNO (0.977), S-FLEX (0.975), FNCL (0.966), S-QUAL (0.950), and S-DELV
(0.922) and Based on these values, the data meets the definition of homogeneity. When the first
eigenvalue is greater than the second, a LV block is considered uni-dimensional. For PLS-PM models, LV
blocks must be uni-dimensional when using a Reflective mode. Since this study is Reflective and all first
eigenvalues were greater than the second as well as the Critical Value threshold for each LV of the
Reliability Matrix the data meets the definition of uni-dimensionality.
5.5.2

Case 2, Inner Structural Model

5.5.2.1

Case 2, Predicted Structural Model
The predicted Inner Structural Model (ISM) for Case 2, is shown in Figure 5.3. The ISM illustrates

the relationship of the LVs, represented by circles, and the direction of the interactions from each arrow.
One is welcome to determine the LVs and the linkages, therein (Hanafi, 2007). While this allows for ISM
construction from priori (intuition) or posteriori (experience) knowledge, the researchers maintain roles as
academics and profitable industry executives. The inner estimation of the ISM used Wold’s original
Centroid scheme (Jakobowicz & Derquenne, 2007).
The boxes with dashed lines show whether a given LV is an EN or EX. The LVs are grouped by
degree (DE or DR) according to previous research (Lynch & Malzahn, 2018). Figure 5.3, Case 2,
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Predicted Structural Model, does not include some elements of the predicted path model nor the output,
including the MV weights, which would be depicted by squares, nor the path coefficients between LVs.

Figure 5.3. Case 2 Predicted Structural Model
5.5.2.2

Case 2, Hypotheses Testing by Network Path
While two methods for modeling interactions of LVs exist, Product Indicator Method (PIM) or the

Latent Variable Score (LVS), the PIM is suggested for more precise parametric estimates are needed to
test hypotheses (Hair et al., 1998). The LVS method is recommended when prediction is wanted (Hair et
al., 1998). Table 1 (Hypothesis Test by Model Path) displays the results of each RQ-H0 path between
LVs.
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TABLE 5.2
CASE 2 HYPOTHESIS TESTING BY NETWORK PATH
PATH
DIRECTION PREDICTION
P-VALUE
CO.IN.
LV END COEFFCIENT CORRECT SUPPORTED T RATIO P-VALUE SUPPORTED LOWER UPPER SUPPORTED
S-QUAL
0.432
YES
YES
2.814
0.009
YES
0.036
0.859
YES
S-FLEX
0.309
YES
YES
2.002
0.056
NO
-0.137
0.926
YES
S-DELV
0.484
YES
YES
3.029
0.006
YES
-0.648
0.909
YES
S-FNCL
0.112
YES
YES
0.383
0.705
NO
-1.241
0.734
YES

NULL
HYPOTHESIS
REJECT
Fail to Reject
REJECT
Fail to Reject

S-QUAL
S-QUAL
S-QUAL

S-FLEX
S-DELV
S-FNCL

0.613
0.118
-0.217

YES
YES
NO

YES
YES
NO

3.601
0.587
-0.758

0.001
0.562
0.457

YES
NO
NO

-0.227
-0.341
-0.447

0.911
0.570
0.701

YES
YES
YES

REJECT
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject

RQ08
RQ09

S-FLEX
S-FLEX

S-DELV
S-FNCL

0.327
2.396

YES
YES

YES
YES

1.728
0.704

0.096
0.489

NO
NO

-0.163
-12.266

1.427
10.527

YES
YES

Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject

RQ10

S-DELV

S-FNCL

2.729

YES

YES

0.719

0.480

NO

-15.222

14.056

YES

Fail to Reject

RQ11
RQ12
RQ13
RQ14
RQ15

S-EXPR
S-EXPR
S-EXPR
S-EXPR
S-EXPR

S-INNO
S-QUAL
S-FLEX
S-DELV
S-FNCL

0.481
0.399
-0.077
-0.025
0.223

YES
YES
NO
NO
YES

YES
YES
NO
NO
YES

2.906
2.599
-0.506
-0.169
1.052

0.007
0.015
0.617
0.867
0.304

YES
YES
NO
NO
NO

-0.561
-0.638
-0.408
-0.369
-0.615

0.885
0.785
0.427
0.329
0.550

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

REJECT
REJECT
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject
Fail to Reject

RQ16
RQ17
RQ18

S-INT-DE
S-INT-QD
S-INT-DR

FNCL
FNCL
FNCL

-4.505

NO

NO

-26.510

30.152

YES

Fail to Reject

1.404

YES

YES

-7.902

7.290

YES

Fail to Reject

PATH NOT PREDICTED (Hypothesized)
EXPR
INT-QD
0.580

N/A

N/A

-0.529

0.788

YES

RQ#
RQ01
RQ02
RQ03
RQ04

LV START
S-INNO
S-INNO
S-INNO
S-INNO

RQ05
RQ06
RQ07

-0.643
0.527
NO
Path does not exist as predicted
0.717
0.481
NO
0.05
3.769

0.001

YES

TABLE 1 - Hypothesis Tests by Model Path

5.5.3

Case 2, Model Assessment

5.5.3.1

Case 2, Outer Measurement Model Assessment

5.5.3.1.1

Case 2, Estimated Weights

All MVs were found to be significant for their associated LV using Bootstrapping with p<0.05.
5.5.3.1.2

Case 2, Multicollinearity

Multicollinearity is a concern in multiple regressions, when one predicator variable can be linearly
predicted by other variables. The Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) is a method to check for the presence of
2

multicollinearity. This is achieved by calculating the coefficient of determination (R ) for each LV. Next the
Tolerance was calculated for each as Tolerance = 1 – R2. Finally, the VIF is calculated as VIF =
1/tolerance. Tolerances < 0.20 or VIF > 5.00 indicate a multicollinearity problem. The VIF was calculated
for each LV and determined to be acceptable.
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5.5.3.1.3

Case 2, Loadings and Cross-Loadings

A method to ensure construct validity is examining the loadings and cross-loadings of variables. A
loading is a MV with its related LV and a cross-loading is a MV related to other LVs. When the loadings of
a given MV are greater than its MV, there is evidence of construct validity.
S-FNCL – All MV loadings greater than any cross-loadings
S-QUAL - All MV loadings greater than any cross-loadings
S-INNO - All MV loadings greater than any cross-loadings
S-DELV – One MV (PLT) had 19 cross-loadings greater or equal to - BAD
S-FLEX - All MV loadings greater than any cross-loadings
S-EXPR - All MV loadings greater than any cross-loadings
5.5.3.1.4

Case 2, Goodness of Fit Index (GoF)

The GoF for the Supplier OMM was 0.972
5.5.3.1.5

Case 2, Validity of the Measurement Model

The overall validity of the Measurement Model for Case 2 is acceptable. Since the Loading /
Cross Loading of MVs, the Estimation of Weights and check for Multicollinearity are acceptable, the MVs
are associated with their respective LVs.
5.5.3.2

Case 2, Inner Structural Model Assessment

5.5.3.2.1

Case 2, Coefficient of Determination (R )

2

2

2

The Coefficient of Determination (R ) is deemed to be acceptable if R > 0.1. The R2 value for the
four (4) of the Latent Variables was acceptable, Quality (.259), Financial {Cost} (.515), Delivery (.701) and
Flexibility (.760), the value for Innovation (.099) was above the threshold value.
5.5.3.2.2

Case 2, Goodness of Fit Index (GoF)

The GoF for the Suppler ISM was 0.750
5.5.3.2.3

Case 2, Correlations of Latent Variables

Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients can take values from minus one (-1) to positive
(+1) indicating the strength of a linear relationship between two variables either “perfect direct increasing
correlation” for values of +1 and “perfect inverse decreasing anticorrelation” for values of -1. Acceptable
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correlation of LVs is 0.50 or less. There are numerous LVs with positive correlations greater than 0.05.
INNO – All primary LVs are correlated – BAD, QUAL – Fail, FLEX - Fail, DELV – Fail, FNCL – Fail,
5.5.3.2.4

Case 2, Estimates of Path Coefficients

Path Coefficients are deemed to be significant if the p-values resulting from the t-tests are
p<0.05. Only two of the path coefficients were found to be significant. Innovation-Flexibility (.766) and
Flexibility-Delivery (.853).
5.5.3.2.5

Case 2, Actual Structural Model

Figure 5.4, Case 2 Actual Structural Model, one sees the predicted positive casual relationships
between LVs in thin, light grey and the correctly predicted path direcions from Experience to Innovation,
Experience to Quality, Innovation to Delivery with the thinker, green lines.

Figure 5.4. Case 2 Actual Structural Model
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5.6

Customer-Supplier Proposed Structural Model
In Figure 5.5, Customer-Supplier Proposed Structural Model, the correctly predicted paths from

the two case studies are combined into a new proposed structural model of the relationships among the
latent constructs of competitive priorities. By combining what we learned from the two cases, one might
be able to structure a more accurate network path of the interactions of the MVs and their impact on LVs.

Figure 5.5. Customer-Supplier Proposed Structural Model
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5.7

Structural Model based on length of Path Coefficients
In Figure 5.6, Structural Model based on Legth of Path Coefficients, the researchers conducted a

non-parametric analysis of the network by taking only those path coefficients, positive or negative, with
the greatest intensity to see the relationships and interactions. The path coefficient magnitudes were
converted into lines where the length corresponded to the magnitdue.

Figure 5.6. Structural Model based on Legth of Path Coefficients
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1

Discussion of Findings

6.1.1

Discussion of Case 1, Customer
The values of the path coefficient were found to lie within the 95% Confidence Interval for all 15

paths. This indicates that the supposed relationships were accurate in all cases. The arrow directions
between LVs were correctly predicted in 9 of the 15 paths. This suggests that while the relationships do
exist, as predicted, they are in the opposite direction to that predicted. Unexpectedly, the test statistics
and corresponding p-values were not supported for 13 of the 15 paths. Thus, only two of the path RQ
were supported since their associated hypothesis were rejected, namely RQ04 and RQ09. In short, while
the linkages do exist, they are not a tightly coupled as foreseen.
6.1.2

Discussion of Case 2, Supplier
The path coefficient values to lie within the 95% Confidence Interval for all 18 paths. Therefore,

the predicted relationships were accurate in all cases. The arrow directions between LVs were correctly
predicted in 13 of 18 paths. Therefore, while the relationships exist as predicted, 5 were in the opposite
direction than predicted. Unexpectedly, the test statistics and corresponding p-values were not supported
for 13 of the 18 paths. Therefore, only four of the path RQ were supported since their associated
hypothesis was rejected, namely. Therefore, while linkages exist, they are not as strong as predicted.
6.2

Limitations

6.2.1

Country and Industry
This research study, considered only the Midwestern states of the USA. Future studies may wish

to consider a larger geographic area of the USA or other regions of the globe.
Additionally, this research study only examined the aerospace industry. Although critical to
commercial travel and trade, it is certainly not the only sector. Future studies may wish to consider studies
with one or more different sectors to better compare the results.
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6.2.2

Measurement Scales
Several of the survey questions from the Contextual Factors section were transformed to match

the scale of the other measured variables. While this was performed in the software by recognized
standards, it would be preferred to use the same measurement scales from the outset.
6.2.3

Number of Variables
By reexamining the observed variables associated with each latent constructs, there may exist

modifications that can be made to the number of measured variables (survey questions) that should be
asked in each latent category. Perhaps it may be more insightful to make the number of observed
variables in each category unbalanced, contrary to the five metrics in five measurement categories that
we done in this research project.
6.2.4

Modeling Software
The use of the model building software may have influence the design of the model, relationships

of LVs and the parameters used to run the model. XLSTAT was selected primarily because it allowed
easy add-in to Microsoft Excel, a ubiquitous business and academic software tool.
6.2.5

Sample Size
Another issue affecting this research study was the smaller than expected sample size of the

responses. While the PLS-PM technique is known to be able to address very small sample sizes, the
overall statistical power and faith in the results is always higher with increasing sample size.
6.2.6

Reflective and Formative Modes
This study used the Reflective Modes since the LVs were known as the CPs and the direction of

causality was assumed to because if the MVs were changed the LVs would remain conceptually intact
However, while these theoretical aspects appear sound there are some empirical assumptions related to
intercorrelations which may yield different results if the Formative Mode was used instead.
6.2.7

Missing Data
Any surveys with any missing responses were excluded from analysis resulting in a smaller

ending sample size. This choice, consistent with the suggestions of the selected analytical software, may
have been different if another software package, such as AMOS, had been selected, as it can make
estimates for missing data.
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6.2.8

AS 9100 Quality
Given that all of the participants of this research study were AS 9100 registered companies, there

may be far less insights and accuracy related to their actual and perceived experiences in the realm of
quality. Since they are all audited with regularity, their quality management systems are consistently
reviewed and thus far more robust than non-ISO registered companies. The high level of quality expected
in this critical industry segment may have had a mitigating effect on the respondents answers related to
the MVs in the Quality section.
6.3

Suggestions for Future Research

6.3.1

Composite Indicators
This study has reinforce what other researchers have known for some time, the PLS-PM, like

other SEM techniques, allows for a reduction in model complexity by the use of latent constructions.
Future studies may wish to employ Composite Indicators or second level latent constructs where several
constructs serve as “dimensions” of the Composite Indicators.
6.3.2

Number of Variables
Future research studies may wish to consider more or less MVs for a LV to discover potential

relationships between LVs of the ISM and associated weights of the OMM. In a Reflective Model the
number of MVs should not alter the overall concept of a LV while in a Formative Mode they might.
6.4

Recommendations
From Figure 5.6, Structural Model based on Length of Path Coefficients, it appears that when a

SME with limited resources is considering where to invest for the most direct path for financial payback,
the SME should focus their effects on improving Delivery performance. Surprisingly, it appears that while
Quality will ultimately provide financial impact, this path is far more indirect that initially anticipated.
6.5

Conclusions
This research study adds to literature body on regarding Competitive Priorities, illustrating viable

issues to industry leaders. Experience, while generally helpful, can still cause us to draw misleading
conclusions regarding relationships between constructs. In this study, the constructs, denoted the LVs,
were the CPs of Financial (Cost), Quality, Delivery, Flexibility, and Innovation. While the LVs appeared to
be linked by intuition and experience in a given direction, the underlying data, the manifest variables
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(MVs), caused a reversal in the direction of these predicted relationships. Moreover, the connection
intensity appeared instinctually.
While the models were ultimately determined to be somewhat questionable, this exploratory study
highlights the fact that the SEM technique PLS-PM is promising for analyzing the interaction of and
relationships between the LVs of Competitive Priorities. Directly measured variables can be associated
with more abstract or possibly unknown latent constructs. The ability to able to compare fewer variables
by using LVs for MVs may prove to be invaluable to industry practitioners, particularly executive
leadership when attempting to make long-term strategic decisions at the very high levels of abstraction.
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